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WeW-^ HPLC Is beautifull

And all those new ultra-efficient columns are greatl

But what does It take to run them?
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8x56 Steel Model
without rail

For night

Whan sitting lor observation

Precision Telescopic Sights wilh greatest twilight factor by dlflex coating.

Leading products of best Wetzlar quality work.

Lightweight model — Telescopic Sights

with variable magnification 4 - 12 x 48D,
2Vi -i 8x42 and -1V« -8x36

Lightweight model - Teleacoplo Sights
'

6 x 42 and 4 x 36, afi with rail

Steel model - Teleacoplo Sights

8 x 56, 6 x 42 and 4 x 38, alt without rail

All models available with double adjustment.

Guarantee 5 yeara. Schmidt and Bender telescopic sights have been
tried and proved to ba bullet and shock proof, water-tight and resistant
to all temperatures all over the world 1
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SERVA HPLC ELUENT BUPPLV, sturdy Orliia membrane pump, up u
6000 psl, up to 750 ml/h, automatic, hydraulic. pulse dampener. Inlet

and debubbler, pressure gauge with adjustable electric safely shul-ofl s**™

for columns, board for eluents, tools and accessorise.

8ERVA APPLICATOR VALVE! Iafe9t model, 6000 pal, cenlral injection P*'
1

Semple toopB.

SERVA CHROMATOCORD, double beam Instrument which can
brated, 10 Ml cuvette, 0.01 O.D. full scale, 253.7 nm standard, e-addiHo"8

wavelengths.

SERVA OMNICORDER I, sturdy, reliable light weight, 10 mV fixed ¥*
10 chart width, 12 chart speeds, aprockelless drive.

,
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At a remarkably low price! " M
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Belgrade CSCE conference

fails to meet deadline

T he Belgrade conference convened

on 4 October to review the 1975

Helsinki accords will not succeed in

reaching a conclusion this year — just as

Western and neutral diplomats antici-

pated during the preparatory conference

last summer.

They accordingly made provision for a

further session of the conference from

mid-January to mid-February should de-

legates fail to reach agreement on a draft

final document by 22 December.

The final document has been on the

Belgrade agenda for weeks but the con-

ference cannot be said to be anywhere

near agreement on a draft version.

The thirty-five delegations have

submitted no fewer than 100 proposals,

some of which are so diametrically op-

posed to each other that compromise

formulas will not always prove possible,

given the varying interests of East Bloc

and Western participants.

The Czech and GDR delegations, for

Instance, have called for official under-
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N ato countries are beginning to come

to terms with the idea that a fresh

Helsinki review conference ought to be

held in 1980 or so ‘at political level/

Whether the conference is a summit

meeting, as envisaged by Bonn Chancel-

lor Helmut Schmidt, or a gathering of

Foreign Ministers or, indeed, a combina-

tion of encounters between specialists,

and politicians remains to be seen.

,

Bonn is, however, given to understand

that its Nato and Common Market part-

ners are thinking In terms of a succes-

sor to the current Belgrade conference.

When Herr Schmidt, during his 1

December talks with Premier Giulio

Andreotti of Italy In Verona, colled for a

fresh summit meeting of European

jieads of government he did so to the

Surprise of many observers of the politi-

cal scene.

Alois Mertes, a Christian Democratic

f: Bundestag deputy who is one of the.

torin Opposition’s foreign policy spo-

, :esmen, referred to the Chancellor’s

»roposol as a "premature shot from the

,lP"
.

i

.] True enough, the Chancellor’s public

Statement had not been previously ag-

taklngs to ensure that the mass media

no longer "intervene in the domestic af-

fairs of other countries.”

Western and neutral countries, on the

other hand, are backing a Swiss resolu-

tion calling for an improvement in

working conditions for foreign corre-

spondents and for a freer flow of in-

formation.

So it is that the Eastern Bloc, on tho

pretext of a guarantee of security and

cooperation in Europe, is calling for the

introduction of press censorship in the

West, whereas the non-socialist coun-

tries are calling for a gradual relaxation

of this selfsame censorship in the East.

It goes without saying that these

viewpoints will remain unchanged for

some lime to come — just as it will take

time to draft proposals acceptable to all

35 countries represented at the Belgrade

conference.

The Soviet Union is keen to bring the

proceedings to a conclusion, but it was

aareed at the preparatory talks that the

Belgrade conference cannot do declared

closed until agreement has been reached

on a ‘substantial’ final document and the

date and venue of a further review con-

ference.

Moscow is now keen to progress

without further delay to sessions at

which the draft can be finalised, yet the

Soviet delegation, eager though it may
be to bring the conference to a conclu-

sion, is unwilling to equip the confer-

ence with the wherewithal.

This wherewithal, as the West sees it,

consists of the full conference and two

working parties to edit the draft, plus

Schmidt favours

1980 summit
reed at government level. Yet It is only

fair to add that the Foreign Office has

long been aware of Herr Schmidt's per-

sonal preference for summit meetings

unhampered by what he considers to be

bureaucratic deadweight /

The Foreign Office has also/ long

known that the Chancellor favqflrs, in

the CSCE context, a repetition' of the

1975 Helsinki summit. •/ \
Chancellor Schmidt agrees with For-

eign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genschor

tliat multilateral detente must continue

beyond ithc current Belgrade CSCE re-

view conference, leading in two and a

half years or so to a new conference,

this time at political level.

The aim is to prevent East-West ties

In Europe from becoming mere routine

and ensure that they are always given

fresh political stimulus, to quote a lead-

ing Bonn diplomat.

Besides, well-informed sources com-

furthcr working pnrt- I

ies to deal with the I

following main \

topics: V
— principles of

cooperation, includ-

ing measures de- .

signed to inspire S

confidence;
|— scientific and ]

technological, trade f
and environmental T
cooperation;

— improvements fjafaA
in individual con- WW*
tacts and the free

flow of information,

and in cultural and ‘Just lot mo catc

educational coopera-

tion. The working parties responsible for

these various baskets were, it was decid-

ed last summer, to hold their final ses-

sions on 16 December.

In the circumstances it might well

have been nnnrnprint.? I" re- 1 •.•mum ale

them as editorial committees and allow

them to get on wilh the job of formula-

ting drafts. But Eastern Bloc delegations

felt unable to agree to this proposal.

The fact of the matter is that the

Eastern Bloc countries are finding the

negative conclusions reached by the

three working parties hard to stomach.

They are not interested in a detailed

review of the implementation of the

Helsinki accords. What they want is a

final document framed in more general

tenns — and as soon as possible.

Siegfried Ldffler

(K icier Nnchrlchten, 14 Decembor J9.77)

ment, the Chancellor only stated in

Verona that a fresh summit conference

was conceivable and desirable.

At the Nato summit in Brussels a few

days later it transpired that a number of

Foreign Ministers were all in favour of

Herr Schmidt's suggestion, whereas

others would prefer a further CSCE con-

ference at Ministerial level. ...
. British Foreign Secretary David OwSn*'

for instance, was one of those who In-

clined towards a Ministerial conference

rather than a summit meeting.

The current conference, Bonn is con-

vinced, will certainly not end In more

than a gathering of Foreign Ministry

officials. The final communlqufi may not

even include a specific reference to the

level at which the proposed ‘political’

follow-up conference is to be held.

"That, after all, will depend on the

political climate in a year or two’s time,”

one Bonn expert notes.

In all probability the 1980 conference

will begiq with a gathering of experts

whose consultations will be concluded

by a summit meeting or a meeting of

Foreign Ministers. ' Bemt Connd '

(Dla Welt, 1 S December 1977)

'Just lot mo catch you mentioning human rights again
l'

(C’arionn: C-iibHcl It-us/ KiUor N acinic lit on)

Bonn hacks

anti-terrorist pledge

A il acts of terrorist violence are to lie

expressly condemned in the final

document of the Belgrade CSCE review

conference.

The Belgrade communique is not only

to pillory the use of force by terrorists

but also to state the signatories' inten-

tion of backing an international agree-

ment against hostage-taking that is to be

proposed to the United Nations.

This was the gist of the proposal

submitted to the full session of the Bel-

grade conference on 14 December by
Per Fischer, head of the Bonn delega-

tion.

Eighteen Western and neutral cauiv

tries backed the move unfalteringly and
a number of other delegations promised
support. The Eastern Bloc countries,

however — and Yugoslavia too — adopt-

ed a wait-and-see attitude.

In his address to the conference Herr
Fischer noted that the world Is con-
fronted by a new form of terrorist resort

to crime so dangerous that individual

govemmeftUJkflia-flQtft?t!f9.s-to deal jwiUi

.

It singlehandediy.

"The use of forte by terrorists such as

the Baader-Meinhof group has reached

Such proportions in an age of mobility

and technical perfection that intergo-

vernmental cooperation is a 'must,
1

,

Then and then only will it be poss-

ible to deal effectively with this new
form of International .criminal activity.”

Over the past decade, Herr Fjscher

continued, ' this phenomenon has span-

ned the world like a malignant tumour,

especially' in its most repugnant form,

that of taking innocent people hostage.

Ir Would be incomprehensible, Bonn's

chief delegate claimed, If the Belgrade

conference were' not tq deal with this

particularly dangerous new manifestation

of Inhumanity, even though U might .inot
' Continued on page 2
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Moscow can clear the air

in ties with Bonn

R elations with the Soviet Union have

hit the headlines again, what with

the further postponement of Mr Brezh-
nev's long-overdue return visit to Bonn
and the announcement that Willy
Brandt, who was to have held talks with
the Soviet leader in Moscow en route to

Tokyo in a bid to boost detente, need
no longer bother.

Even if the encounter . between Mr
Brezhnev and Heir Biandt had to be
.cancelled at the last minute because of

ill-health on the part of the Soviet lea-

der, which seems more than likely to

have been the case, and even if the mee-
ting takes place a few days later than
originally evisaged the delay mil still

have been embarrassing.

Everyone seems to agree that a chill

has set in on relations between Bonn
and Moscow, although no one will ven-

ture to suggest with any certainty what
may have been responsible.

Bonn in Belgrade
Continued from page 1

be in a position to resolve specific mea-
sures.

The Bonn delegation was disappoint-

ed that its resolution on hostage-taking,

No. 92 on the conference agenda, was
not endorsed by an even larger number

-of' OQUntEieB-tnehulIng-lhncg. nC Eastern
Europe.

Herr Fischer nonetheless expressed

the hope that the contents of the pro-

posal would meet with, the approval of

all.

The French expressed “great sympa-
thy and support" for Bonn's resolution

but did not sign it in view of their own
recent experience with the kidnapping
of French nationals by Polisqrio guerril-

las in the Sahara.

France was keen to incorporate in the
draft a. condemnation of “all .'kinds of

hostage-taking." :

• Delegates from a npmber of Eastern
Bloc countries voiced misgivings. The
Hungarians and ..Czechs, for instance,

noted that in any discussion, of this

issue mention ought to be made of air-

craft hijacking.

They were far from happy that hi-

jackers were granted political asylum
and, even given a . hero's welcome in' a
number of countries.

' A consensus on
terrorism could hardly be expected until

ft change came about in this state of af-

-fajtftr-— i- .1 -

One possibility that is frequently

mooted is that the Soviet Union antici-

pated deriving greater economic benefit

from the 1970 agreement between the

two countries and is correspondingly

disappointed.

This country, however, is Moscow's
major trading partner in the West. Since

the conclusion of: the agreement the vo-

lume of trade between the two countries

has increased fivefold, totalling 12,000

million deutschmarks. last year.

. Over the next, five years the Soviet

Union reckons the volume of. trade

could increase by,a further 100 per cent,

so disappointment is surely unwarranted.

Another suggestion occasionally made
is that the Kremlin is irritated by this

country's attitude on human rights. The
truth of the matter is that Bonn's dele-

gation at the Belgrade conference has

shown such dipldmacy and circumspec-

tion that any further bowing and scrap-

ing would only lay this country open to

allegations of abject obeisance from
other Western countries.

Last but not least there is talk of a

general malaise in view of the deadlock

in ties between Bonn and Moscow. A
man who should know what he is talk-

ing about is Valentin Falin, the Soviet

ambassador in Bonn, and he says that

ties between Moscow snd Bonn are no
better and no worse than Anglo-Soviet or

Franco-Soviet ties.

Surely this is a comment worth bear-

mg ’ -Br innmrmr^nnreteiriiftrt tpjt
tions between this country'and the Sovi-

et Union are splendid when compared
with what they were prior to the 1970
agreement. He adds, however, that many
opportunities have been missed.

Missed opportunities are always regret-

table, but otherwise the situation would
not appear to be so bad. Let us' by all

means try to make as good a job as pos-
sible of relations between our two coun-
tries but surely we may be satisfied that

the Soviet Union thinks no worse of us
than of Britain and- France,' its wartime
allies.

Why, when all is said and done,

should this of all countries be Moscow's

favourite in the West? Aspects of mutu-

al political relations that necessitated

normalisation have been normalised.

Willy Brandt, whose pioneering work

in this sector can hardly be denied, will

be able to tell the Soviet ,leader — assu-

ming they meet - that Bonn need not

have an uneasy conscience.

The overall climate of international

political relations is to blame for the

current trough of low pressure In ties

between Bonn and Moscow.
The Kremlin has been taken, very

much out of its stride by the human
rights debate, but it will have to leam to

live with it or at least not to dismiss it

as a mere tactical ploy on the West’s

part.

Above all the Soviet Union must
come to realise that it is unlikely to gain

in credibility as a consequence of advocat-

ing further progress towards detente on
the one hand while on the other re-

sponding to each and every difficulty in

East-West ties by launching propaganda
broadsides against the harmless policy

on Berlin pursued by the Bonn govern-

ment.

Instead of lamenting missed opportu-

nities in ties between Bonn and Moscow
the Soviet Union would do better to

show some sign of its own goodwill.

The readiest opportunity of so doing

would be to sign the long-overdue

agreements on scientific and technolo-

gical cooperation, mutual legal assistance

and cultural exchanges, all of which are

ready and waiting to be signed but have

been shelved because Moscow refuses to

allow the terms of the agreements to

apply to West Berlin as well as to the

Federal Republic of Germany.
The two countries can coexist and get

on with each other well enough without
signing,, these .relatively minor agree-
ments, of course, but the Kremlin’s re-

fusal to come to terms, which cannot be
viewed separately from the repeated

postponement of Mr Brezhnev’s visit, is

bound to give rise to speculation.

There is no real reason why relations

between this country and the Soviet

Union should deteriorate; But intergo-

vernmental ties can take a turn , for the
wdrse as a result of mere verbiage, so
delicately can they respond to variations

in climate. ' »•

It would be good if Mr Brezhnev were
to dear the air.

. ckusPrcIle,
(Hannovoricho Allgemeinei 19 December 1977)

The Yugoslav delegate termed this

country’s, proposal a "useful ground-
work” and announced ' his intention of
moving an amendment 'requiring all

countries to treat with the full rigour of
the law groups of exiles who were pre-
paring subversive acts . against ' other
countries.

‘ '' " ! 1 '' ‘
1

' Spain, France, Italy, Portugal, Turkey
and Yugoslavia Called 'for the participa-
tion of all Mediterranean countries, in-
cluding those in North . Africa and [the

Middle East, In the seturity policy tilk’i

thdt concerned them.
This country and three other Western

delegations backed
1

Madrid as th? Venue
of a future CSCE review conference!
Vienna and Malta kre also in the rtin-

htag;
• ,. :i

‘ '
' OMIhjku '

(SDddeutcche Zollung, is December 1977)

Bonn keen to aid a Portugal

intent oil economic

B onn was recently termed the back-
bone of < Portugal by a leading Portu-

guese diplomat. This may-be'an exagge-
ration yet Bohn’s 1

attitude ' has indeed
contributed much towards the consolida-

tion of democracy in Portugal. •

The importance Portugal attaches to

relations with this country was indicated

by the fact that President Eanes chose
to go ahead with his State visit .to the
Federal Republic despite the parliamen-
tary crisis back home.
The Portuguese' head of State's first

bnd foremost aim was to secure German
aid for Portugal’s ailing economy, and in
talks with politicians, 1

industrialists and
trade union -leaders he encountered a
great deal of understanding for his coun-
try’s position. < i

.

• •'Private 1 industry in. this* country iis

prepared to step up its. investment in
Portugal; while Bonn is to increase capi-

tal,.
:
technological and arms paid' to its

Nato ally. ...

The volume of private investment so
far testifies to confidence in Portuguese

democracy- Last,year private investment
increased by 120 to 430 million deutsch-
marks.

. ' . . .
. i . •

Economic aid is subject, to a proviso,-

however. Portugal < is currently running
an, inflation rate of 28. per cent, and
must set about balancing Its budget and
stabilising. its economy.

Mario Soares' Socialist minority go-
vernment came to grief on->.economic
policy, so Bonn will' 'tie paying' careful

attention to-
1 the economic policies pur-

sued (by the new 1 government in Lisbon. ?

This country may be relied ori'to back
to" the hilt any Attempt by the Portu-
guese to. help themselves. 'Mlich of the

credit Trill be
1

due to' President Rairtalho

Eaiies;
!

who;’has
1

'cr£at$d an
;
extrekielyfa-**

Vourable Impression ih Bonn. •

-
_

'

Warper I}olm?nn
j

(Stuttyt^er Nachrkhten, ip December 1977)

Britain delays

European

direct vote

J
oint direct elections to the Eurooa
Parliament, Which were 'to' htee be

held next Mayor June, will have teb
postponed — probably until 1979,

This is the upshot of the defeat g
fered at Westminster by the bid tota
Britain’s 81 European MPs by pJCW
tional representation in regional fa
rather than by the traditional firsts
the-post method in single

tuencies.

The Biirwas moved by Labour, new-

sitated by their parliamentary pactrii

the Liberals, but defeated by a imjoti]

of Tories and a substantial- numki (I

Labour MPs. . ,

This outcome can hardly have «a
as much of a surprise, so Mr CalUghid

government can fairly be accused i

dragging its feet on setting a bounty

commission to work on drawing up b
ropean constituencies.

Britain may talk in terms of an uijd

need for parliamentary control of Cto

mon Market officials in Brussels bulb

British are evidently not in such a hi]

after all.

This delay is irksome and careen*

be taken to ensure that joint direc-

tions to the European Parliament mi
postponed indefinitely.

The defeat at Westminster msyh

due in part to British dissatisfaction

with life in the EEC, but it also hi

domestic reasons and Mr Callaghan wiH

not be too upset at having sustained!

parliamentary defeat on this particuln

issue. Britain’s Tory Opposition »

mains in favour of the

principle because proportional represen-

tation would stand to benefit the Liber-

als, and probably at the Tories' expense

From the Labour point of view a

endorsement of proportional representa-

tion for elections to the European to-

liament would have imposed a burffl

in another respect.

It would have meant holding thete

tions next May or June as originally k-

visaged, which would have reminded th

electorate that Labour opinion is **

vided on the Common Market as.ew*

was, with possibly. fateful consequena

at a subsequent general election.

For tactical reasons Mr Callaghan u

bound to be in favour of keeping zj

European elections and the next BnW

general election as far apart as P052^.
Europe is the: loser. At a time

little progress towards European wt&Pj

tion seems likely .Europeans :
had WP

that direct elections , to the.Huwp^

Parliament would have testified to ts'?

forward. .
. i

..
. ,

'

.

i

:i
,

'

l
Li

(Dm Tageuplegel, 15 Decajqby
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Lutze espionage case a

severe blow to Nato

T he Lutze spy cose comes as a severe

blow to the security of Nato in ge-

neral and this country in particular. Lo-

tliar-Erwln and'Renate Lutze were arrest-

ed on 1 June I97d but the seriousness

of the' affair Has only been made public

over the past few days.

When the Lutzes and JUrgen Wiegel

were arrested, the late Siegfried Buback

as director of public prosecutions said

that this was an important case “in

which major secrets had been betrayed.”

He said that it raised the question of

whether this country’s security was gua-

ranteed.

Herr Buback’s successor, Kurt Reb-

mann, considers that the military con-

sequences of the case are more serious

than in the Guillaume affair. (Guillaume

was a GDR spy attached to Chancellor

Brandt's staff. His discovery led to

Willy Brandt's resignation.)

One has to ask how documents from

the state prosecutor's office could come

Into the possession of Frankfurter AH-

genieine Zeitung, which first revealed

how serious the affair was. Defence

Minister Georg Leber (SPD) has stated

that the leak to the FAZ was as serious

as the secrets cose itself. He has insti-

tuted legal and disciplinary proceedings

against pc-

iscnror persows*unMiuvr if.
-"" 1"-

One must also ask why the Minister

of Defence took so long to realise the

seriousness of the case, indeed that he

first learnt about its extent from the

1

FAZ reports. Did he rely- for too long

on the competence and thoroughness of

his subordinates in the Ministry?

The secrets revealed are highly impor-

tant, a fact which will no doubt ensure

that Defence Ministry officials will

have a number of sleepless nights in the

weeks to come.

. The secrets passed on to the GDR In-

clude an assessment of the Nato ‘Win-

tex” exercises, an analysis of enemy

military strength, and ,.a critique , of

weaknesses in the Nato defence system.

The secrets themselves are. of less im-

portance
!
than .the insight they give the

Warsaw. Pad countries ipto
.

the way

Nato works and is organised.. fl

Renate Lutze worked as secretary to

the head of the welfare department at

the Ministry of Defence. Her head of

department was Ministerial director

Herbert Laabs. Her husband worked as

aii assistant in the armaments depart-

ment. JDrgen Wiegel, as registrar and ar-

chivist in the naval section, had access

to classified material.

This trio of spies worked in excellent

conditions. They had access to more

than a thousand documents marked “top

secret."

Frau Lutze had access to her boss’s

special safe and apart from this she was

able to get hold of top secret material

elsewhere. This is a fact which has caus-

ed widespread indignation in Bonn.

Ministerial director Laata has already

UHfirmnpeu uufas -a
1 scapegoat anoi1-

cused of negligence. On the other hand,

it seems unreasonable to expect a high-

ranking Ministry official to take docu-

ments out of the safe and bring them to

colleagues himself. In most offices, this

is the job of secretaries and messengers.

. Herr Laabs can also point to the fact

that Renate Lutze had been vetted and

classified as "security level 2" which

meant tliat she could be entrusted with

top secret material.

He had repeatedly asked the security

services to check on his secretary and

her contacts but liad never at any siege

been informed that she was a security

risk.

The arrest of the three spies in June

last year was more a matter of chance

titan of specific investigation. Their case

came to light in connection with ano-

ther case that was being investigated.

However, it is only natural to ask

what strategic papers, documents on

Bundeswehr alarm
.

planning, the blue-

print for. the development of a new tank

and an assessment the enemy’s, strengths

and weaknesses were doing In the welfare

department’s safe.

If we look at the organisational struc-

ture of the Ministry we will find the an-

swer. The Ministry of Defence heads of

department form a council which also

advises the Minister. This means that

each head of department has access to

his colleague’s papers.

These papers are regularly passed

around among heads of department.

Ministry of Defence officials will have

to ask themselves whether such a spread

of top secret material is really necessary

This spy affair will clearly lead to po-

litical controversy, as the first reactions

from the CDU/CSU Opposition already

indicate. The target for their attack will

not necessarily be Defence Minister

Georg Leber, as one might expect. It

could even be Chancellor Helmut

Schmidt himself.

Ministerial director Laabs, who has

been suspended, has asked for discipli-

himself. He was a top Defence Ministry

official when Helmut Schmidt was Min-

ister of Defence. Wolfgang Fechncr

(Deutsches Allgemelnes Sonniagsblaii,

18 December 1977 )

Spy case puts

Georg Leber

on the spot

T he Lutze spy affair is the second

major crisis Defence Minister

Georg Leber has had to face in the last

year (the first wqs the case of Bundcs-

wehr generals Knipinski and Franke).

Herr Leber probably finds it highly

Ironical that he enjoys such a reputation

in Nato whereas at home he is coming

under increasing pressure and criticism.

Yet it does not look as if Georg- Leber

intends to give up. He informed the

defence committee of the Bundestag set

up to investigate the Lutze affair that he

could only answer their questions for

fifty minutes. "After this he had other

appointments. Leber is clearly operating

on the principle of “business as usual.”

The question being asked in political

circles in Bonn is whether Leber can

keep this up. It Is quite clear that he is

“politically responsible" for everything

that happens in his Ministry. The
Defence Minister is, ultimately, answer-

able to the people and its elected rep-

resentatives in the Bundestag.

On the other hand, Leber’s orea of re-

sponsibility is so vast that the question

must be asked whether he can reason-

ably be expected, as an individual, to

keep check of everything that is going

on within it.

The Bundeswehr consists of 490.000

soldiers, plus 170,000 civilian employees

in the Bundeswehr administrative ser-

vice. This means that it is the “biggest

service industry" in Europe.

The Ministry of Defence has an an-

nua! budget of well over DM 30,000 nril-

—Hour out -of ^“which m tkmal“ai nJ h i ctmaa

GDR agent Renate Lutze was given a

post as secretary in the Ministry of

Defence at a time when there was an

official policy of not taking on any new

employees.

Frau Lutze's former colleagues claim

to know why an exception was made in

her case — her “special relationship and

good contacts" with Ministerial director

Laabs, her boss.

Until the spy-ring was uncovered,

Herbert Laabs, a former confident of

Chancellor Schmidt at the Ministry of

Defence, was one of the most influential

men hi the Ministry.
:

Renate Lutze, one of the GDR?s top

agents; was arrested in June last year.

She began her Borin career ih the Bun-

deshaus restaurant. From 1973 onwards,

she worked as a secretary-in the welfare

department of the Defence Ministry,

where Laabs was head of department.

Before this appointment,. Renate Lutze

had worked as a secretary for., Laabs

when he was .head of ‘ Staff, .under,

Defence Minister Helmut Schmidt.
,

Renate Lutze ,
had previously worked

as a secretary for Defence Ministry offi-

cial Herr Vogel apd, then (or state .secj^

tary Betkhan, who is now the Bundes-

tag’s armed forces commissioner, or 9to“

budsman.
. .

. j
Frau Lutze worked under her iptudcn

namp of Obelacker when sjie first start-

ed In the. Ministry of
,

Defence in 1%8.

For nine years,: Frau. (Lutze, k npw

37, passed on information on the Bun-

deswehr arid Nato to the Eastern Bloc

every week.
' 1 ’

Renate Lutze’s

nine years as

a super-spy

Frau Lutze comes from Brandenburg

near Berlin. She came to this country in

1959. Her first job was with a Bonn

publishing firm. After six years she got

a job as a secretary in the Bundeshaus

and started making contacts with politi-

cians.

She got married, in 1973 to Lotbar-

Erwin Lutze,’ who had previously served

in the Bundeswehr for four -years, iri

which time He got' no higher than the

rank Of lance-corporaL Renate saw to it

that 1 he got a job In the Ministry of

Defence, where he worked until they

were both arrested in June 1975.’ At the

time of his arrest Lutze was in the ar-

maments department.

While Renate Lutze was concentrating

on the top secret documents In Herr

Laabs' speciaLsafe, her husband Lothar-1

Erwin was finding out all he could

about the West’s armaments. The Minis-

try 'of Defence Order's and buys arms

from ordnance manufacturers.
' L[err Lutze had access to secret male-*

rial here and also to incoming and out-

going mail. Thanks to him, the Eastern

Bl6c also benefited from the results of

research by arms companies financed by

the Bonn government to the tune of

millions of deutschmarks.

Nato research projects arc also dealt

with in Lothar-Erwin Lutze’s depart-

ment. One of his colleagues recalls:

“Lutze spoke English well, and I always

used to wonder why he spent, so much

time studying the reports on develop-

ment projects”

At this lime the Bonn government

commissioned from domestic manufac-

turers research work on tank construc-

tion and electronics and it has since be-

come clear that the results of this re-

search were immediately passed on to

East Berlin. Lutze had previously worked

in the personnel section of the Ministry

where he had access to Bundeswehr

files.
d . .

TfiTtwra^nls fhfir Brought a
:TO

into their operation JDrgen Wiegel,

whb; ‘like Lothar Lutze; comes from Bad

Kreltzn'acH ahd was With him in the

Bundeswehr. It was Renate who helped

Wiegel get his job' in the Ministry of

Defence. " 1
'

Wiegel worked in the secret registry

of naval command, where
,

all the main

documents on naval defence are
1

kept.

Wiegel worked as a spy, together with

the Lutzes, for' about seven years. Before

this, he had worked as a civilian em-

ployee for Ihe Federal Bolder Patrol.

,

JDrgen Wiegel confessed shortly after

his arrest last year, and it was largely his

evidence which Incriminated the Lutzes.

-
•• .• M. Schetl/M. Vletoln

(Die Welt, 14 December 1 977)

tional investments are made on a scale

with which few multinational firms

could compete.

Given the size of the Ministry, it is

clear that there has to be a strict divi-

sion of labour. Herr Leber has three

state secretaries, two of them civil ser-

vants and one an MP.

Helmut Fingerhut, a civil servant, is

responsible for administration. This in-

cludes personnel, the budget, the admi-

nistration and law department, the ac-

commodation and billeting department

and the welfare department.

Herbert Laabs was head of the welfare

department. On the advice of his friends

Laabs has applied for leave .and asked

for disciplinary proceedings to be taken

against him.

The other civil servant as state secre-

tary is ex-Ceneral Karl Schnell, who is

responsible for armaments and military

policy. Andreas von BDlow has been par-

liamentary state secretary for over a year

now. His job is to watch over the mili-

tary leadership and maintain contact

Wftir UrtrDu'inlis tag.
; ^—--—r

Georg Leber “runs" the, Ministry ,wlth

the help of this grpup. which meets fre-

quently but irregularly. The inspector-

general of the Bundeswehr. is also in the

group. The Minister, takes binding deci-

sions within this group, if necessary

against Ihe majority of its members.

This is what Is meant by Leber's “politi-

cal responsibility" which id final.

Whether Ure Minister should take the

consequences for the !
fact that one of

his
.

subordinates allowed-,. a secretary

access to a safe containing slate secrets

Is 9 '
matter for debate. And there is no

doubt that the question, will be heatedly

debated in th6 Bundestag in the n$xt

few days. Rodger Monhc
(Die Well, -.14. December 1977)
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THE LAW

Legislation strictly limited in use

in the fight against terrorism

G esetzesschraube, or legislative turn of
the screw, is a much-vaunted

figure of speech in the context of par-

liamentary moves to prevent terrorism.

But it Is not a particularly apt simile.

After all, it Is not as if a new Bill

were passed in Bonn every day, gradually

eroding civil liberties.

Instead, legislators have more or less

been chasing their own tails in debates

— except in connection with the con-

troversial Contact Ban Act, which was

Bar Association

denies civil

liberties claim

S
peaking on behalf of members the

president of the Bar Association, Dr
Helmut Wagner, rebutted the suspicion

expressed by segments of the foreign

press in connection with terrorism whe-
reby civil liberties are in jeopardy in the

Federal Republic of Germany.
Dr Wagner, whose association en-

compasses about 20,000 of this country’s

30,000 lawyers, voiced his alarm at a few
scattered lawyers, who are generally con-
sidered outsiders, receiving more atten-

tion than the majority.

The president of the Bar Association

(he is also vice-president of the Union
International des Avocats, one of the
-frwir major intwrwWwiri Iraywrf <wew>*

—

tions, arid member of the Commission
Consultative, which was founded for the

passed during the recent emergency to

prevent contacts between lawyers and

their terrorist clients.

It would seem that our legislators, in

the dispute about legs! details, are about

to lose sight of a number of fundamen-

tal principles. Essentially, what Is involv-

ed in the whole process is the borderline

usefulness of legislation.

And yet, the image of the screw, dis-

regarding its use in polemics, is apt up

to a point and should be borne in mind
before the next round of legislative ef-

forts in the terrorism sector is ushered

in.

Notwithstanding all risks inherent in

applying technical similes to an ethical

and legal question, anti-terrorist legisla-

tion is already in the very centre of bor-

derline usefulness where improved func-

tioning threatens to tum into zero func-

tioning - an area in which (in terms of

constitutionality) the potential profit to

be derived is out of proportion to the
effort invested.

There is for instance the controversial

Contact Ban Act, the tactical use of

which in a case of kidnapping, though
seemingly evident, is overestimated by

No-one can seriously doubt that this

law touches upon the very substance of

a liberal and constitutional State. Even

the nation's highest courts frown ' upon

this law -* both so far as the letter of

the law and so far as its application are

concerned.

Does not the aura of scandal associ-

ated with Stammheim gaol, Stuttgart,

prove that as a result of unimaginable

sloppiness the law has proved as ineffec-

tual as an over-tightened screw?

Was this pitiful result worth the

stakes7 In any event, it would seem
pointless and meaningless to reSct to the

contention that the sum total of our

jaws is utilised and applied to an extent

of only 80 per cent by tightening up by

25 per cent in order to reach 100 per

cent.

But above all we must not concentrate

all our attention on the latent appllca-:

tion deficit but rather on a risk of an

entirely different kind. The more a law

touches upon the very core of constitu-

tionality the more must our legislators

be able to rely on the fact that such

laws are applied with the greatest of care

and exactitude.

And yet we must ask ourselves whe-

ther this very prerequisite is not prob-

lematic in itself. Is it perhaps not so

that we resort to such delicate laws only

in situations where there can be no gua-

rantee that they will be applied with de-

tachment and precision?

‘ Hie (JnifTTaws now being debuted
give rise to all sorts of reservations. Thus

purpose of dealing with problems of the
legal profession in the EEC), expressed

his apprehension that much of the mu-
tual faith and cooperation on an interna-

tional scale could suffer from such dis-

tortions of facts.

T he Bonn Ministry of Justice has

undertaken a comprehensive com-
parison of the criminal trial defence

Defence counsel retain

He criticised above all the fact that

such accusations were emotional and
that they lacked a basis in fact.

Supported by research surveys, among
them one by the Max Planck Institute of

Foreign and International Penal Law,
Freiburg, Dr Wagner pointed out that

supervision of verba] communication be-
tween defence counsel and client, as

called for by the CDU/CSU, is permiss-
ible in Italy, Holland, some Swiss can-
tons, Sweden and Denmark — at least

during the preliminary investigation.

In England, Wales, and Austria a vi-

sual observation of verbal contacts is

permissible.

Dr Wagner stressed in this connec-
tion that the Bar Association is adamant
in- -rejecting’ any - xontrol- bf~pihilegcij'

conversation.

The possibility .of barring from the
court proceedings a lawyer suspected of
conspiracy, which has been in effect in

this "country since 1974 and which is to

be tightened up in the wake of anti-ter-

rorist legislation, is also permissible in

virtually all European countries.

In Holland, Switzerland England im-
peding the course of justice is another
ground for the exclusion of a lawyer. But
this has always been a controversial issue
in the Federal Republic of Germany.

In most other countries, defence at-

torneys can also be barred from a trial

on grounds of abusing their privileges or
contempt of court.

(Frankfurter Allgtmelnt Zeitung
> fDr pen tsch land, 30 November 1977)

counsel’s legal position In ten West Eu-
ropean countries in order to refute alle-

gations that democratic rights are being

eroded in this country. •

!
The comparison arrives at the conclu-

sion that none of these countries is pre-

pared to forgo the instrument of barring

defence counsel from a case if their fur-

ther participation in a trial disrupts due
process of law.

"

The study also shows that attorney-

cHent
(

contacts can be curtailed in cer-

tain circumstances abroad as well.

..:In this country defence counsel can
be barred from a trial if he is suspected
of having aided or abetted .the . accused
and in cases of conspiracy involving cer-

tain specific crimes as well as ip cases

where (lie lawyer's contact with his

client places prison security in consider-

able jeopardy as a result of the attorney’s

strongly suspected abuse of his privileg-

ed position.

• According to Belgian law an attor-

ney can be excluded from a trial if he is

seriously suspected of having partici-

pated In or abetted a crime. A ‘contact

ban* may also be imposed in cases where
an attorney is suspected of abusing his

contact with the accused for the purpose
of committing a crime and in cases of
divulging classified information.

• In Denmark draft legislation pro-
vides for the exclusion of an attorney
when his participation in a trial

"becomes untenable.? By the terms of
existing legislation a lawyer can also be

wide-ranging leeway,

Ministry surveyclaims

excluded if he commits acts aimed at

obscuring the facts.

• In England and Wales a lawyer
can be excluded if there Is evidence that

he has committed a crime in collusion

with the accused. He< can also be barred

from the proceedings if, by smuggling
messages out of prison, he hampers the.

due process of law or if he abuses his

privileged contact with the accused for

the, purpose of perpetrating crimes.

>. •
.
According to French law an attor-

ney can be barred from court* proceed-
ings if he h8S severely violated the code
of legal ethics and if such a violation

constitutes a crime. This applies particu-
larly in cases where there is severe sus-

picion tliat the lawyer is in cahoots
with the accused. A lawyer can also be
barred from a trial in cases of punish-
able contempt of court.

:

• In Italy an attorney must be bar-

red from a trial if he is the subject of

criminal investigation, especially in con-
nection with the crime alleged to have
been committed by ,the accused. If a law-
yer commits a crime during a trial, he
can .be sentenced on the spot and thus
barred from appearing.

• In Holland a lawyer can be. barred If

he has aided and abetted a criminal and if

he lias abused his privileged contact with

25 December 1977 -No. 8 I9

for instance the search of a whole hot
ing block without individual search

rants can only lead to risky situation*

Quite apart from the fact that such
measure, in the course of which J
1.000 apartments might be searched,

though any one of them could harboim
heavily, armed terrorist group, can k*
take place as inconspicuously as w
be necessary, who is to guarantee*
bear the responsibility for possible

lrUn

panic reactions on the part of a pofo
man or on the part of a perfectly fo*

cent family?

Why must barring a defence attaw
from one trial (for which there m
in legal terms, certainly be better

tions) now be burdened with the i&
tional question whether even aj$g
degree of suspicion should suffice b

strip the attorney of his mandate?

So far, the more stringent appltafa

of such legislation has not led to b
conviction of a single lawyer thus bam!

from a trial.

Why does the Opposition persisit

its demands for supervision of privileg]

conversation between lawyer and dial

It justified the Contact Ban Adi;

pointing out that even the most hono

rable of lawyers cannot interpret cci^

rative codes. Is now an overtaxed joifg

expected to be in a position to do so!

Not only are such laws problematic

themselves, but they also provide ip-

feet vehicle for agitation - as foiifr

stance in connection with the prop«l

that the traditional 24-hour detention b

doubled, and that merely for the pur-

pose of identification.

The warning might not be heeded in

the tug-of-war between the political par-

ties, but it is nevertheless true that only

one more him of the screw will suffice

to render li’ ineffectual. Rohm Lritfif

(SQddeutschs Zeitung. 12 Decemb« I9J?)

the accused for the purpose of commii-

ting a crime. There are no codified n«a

governing the exclusion of a lawyer.

• In Austria, too, the exclusion oto

attorney suspected of collusion with

accused is not codified, but theoretical

it is held that in this instance he shad

be barred. . If the lawyer commits a o®-

while a trjal is in progress he canw

sentenced on the spot and thus exaiw4

from further participation.

• In Sweden a lawyer can be

if he is deemed unfit to plead in efflj

This contingency arises if he has **

and abetted a, crime and if he

rely abused his privileged, contact ^
the accused for the purpose, of cpff

ting crimes. •

• In Switzerland a lawyer can to*

eluded if he has aldedi and abetw

crime, and if he has abused his pn™**

ed contact with the accused for wW
pose of committing other crimes,

: In comparison with our oWii,
JJJJ

countries under review boast surprises?

restrictive measures by which to exwp

Control over defence counsel.
’’

The attorney’s contact with his
JfjjJ

can be restricted to ' such ’art
extent

theit correspondence is Subjected to. .

trols, that wits are delayed 8n,d,
ri

satioits cohtrolled, as in ltaly. H0*^
Austria, Sweden and Switzerland. “Vg

Fiance has the relatively, most

legislation in this respect ana.

between accused and his attorney

no way be restricted after the' furt-ji

rogation ,of the accused by 'th®
..

e®jS.'

irig magistrate: ?
1 1

tffaqp poBsPWjj|

(Stuttgarter Nachrlctiten, 1 0 December !??•
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Unions and employers at daggers drawn

in printing industrywage talks

O bservers of the latest round of wage

negotiations between the employers

and the unions in the printing industry

may, at first sight, be inclined to dismiss

the tough talking and even threats on

both sides as typical of such negotia-

tions.

In fact, the anger each side has dis-

played at the intransigent position

adopted by the other is quite genuine

and not just a device to rouse the solida-

rity of union or employers' association

members.

The main issue in the present round

is not, in fact, higher pay, but job pro-

tection. Rationalisation in the printing

industry is going to mean the loss of

another 30,000 jobs.

New forms of technology are revolu-

tionising the printing industry. In the

past, large number of compositors have

been needed to set type. This work will

now be done by computers. In a few

years' time, most printing and newspa-

per firms will have special screens into

which texts are fed and edited. Once the

article is ready, the “expose" button will

be pressed and the article will be photo-

set. The article is then glued on to a

side-frame. The pages are photographed

and put on. to a printing block which

then goes into the rotation machine.

The employers’ organisations (The

Federal Printing Association, the Federal

Association of Newspaper Publishers,

the Association of German Magazine

Publishers).and the unions inyplvcd Clhg...

Print ana Paper Union, the Commerce,

Banking and Insurance Union, the Ger-

man Clerical Union and the Gemian

Association of Journalists) are so far

agreed on one point only: that the in-

troduction of new technology in the

printing industry cannot and must not

be stopped.

As soon as it comes to the social ef-

fects of rationalisation, the opinions of

capital and labour differ considerably.

What is to become of the highly skilled

printing workers whose services will no

longer be required in future?

The employers have put the following

draft proposal to the unions: in certain

firms preference will be given to skilled

workers, employees and compositors

who have been made redundant by the

introduction of the new technology.

These men and women will then feed

and operate the computerised setting

systems.

The Print and Paper Union (IG

Dmck und Papier
)‘ does not consider

this a genuine job guarantee. The snag

in the employers' proposal 'is that “this

preferential treatment does pot mean

much if there are no longer any skilled

printing workers on the company’s

books." .
,

The result is that after a transition

period journalists will feed their texts

into the machines or else this job will

be done by lower-paid part-time, work-

ers. This is what the unions fear and the

employers themselves acknowledge that

this is what will happen. The, Print and

Paper Union’s main preoccupation « to

protect its members’ Status and wage

levels.
i . .

In Its draft wage agreement, the union

demands that skilled printing Workers

alone should be allowed to feed and

operate th6 text and layout machines

and that these workers should be paid

the normal skilled worker’s rate plus the

usual' allowances. The unions argue that

although the setting, machine lias been

replaced by screen terminals, the oper-

ator’s responsibility has, if anything, in-

creased.

The employers disagree on this point.

In an internal information brochure for

its members, the Federal Printing Asso-

ciation maintains that the operation of

the screen terminals, writing plus feed-

ing in the text, involves little more than

using a “more sophisticated typewriter.”

They claim that compositors working at

present rates of pay on these new ma-

chines would be the equivalent of the

stoker on electric trains, a kind of fifth

wheel to the cart who has to be "carr-

ied’’ despite the technological progress

which has made him superfluous. The

employers go on to say that if they ac-

cepted the print unions’ proposals, it

would only me3ti "hidden unemploy-

ment" in firms.

Another contentious issue in the pre-

sent wage negotiations is the health of

screen terminal operators. The Federal

Print Association (Bundesverband

Diuck) describes these terminals as “fas-

cinating toys" and would like to see

them installed in all newspaper and ma-

gazine editorial offices.

The Print and Paper Union, on the

other hand, docs not find these termin'*

als at all “fascinating." As evidence tliat

this new technology is by no means as

perfect as the print bosses crack it up to

be, they cite statements by workers who

have already been operating such ter-

minals. They say that this kind of work

puts the operators under considerable

stress. Anyone operating these machines

for more than eight hours will find his

concentration reduced at the end of this

time. The Print and Paper Union goes

on to say that many terminal operators

also complained of headaches and sore

eyes.

The only way the unions see of ensur-

ing humane working conditions for the

operators of these machines is a thirty-

five hour week and a paid extra break of

twenty minutes. The employers arc in

principle prepared to make concessions

here. They have proposed a five minute

break every hour or a fifteen minute

break every two hours.

However, the employers completely

reject the union demand for a thirty five

hour week. The Federal Print Associa-

tion consider the question of a shorter

r
|

^ here are few Industries m which re-

A lations between employers and

unions are as strained as in printing.

This is partly because of the after-effects

of last year’s printers’ strike in the Fede-

ral Republic of Germany. On the other

hand, the industriegewerkschafi Druck

und Papier (Printing and Paper Trade

Union) makes no bones whatever about

defending the interests of its members

up to the hilt. It has terrified the em-

ployers and certain sections of the pub-

lic with demands for what amount to a

complete restructuring of the present

economic system in this country.

One such demand was the proposal,

passed at the union conference in Octo-

ber, that privately owned newspapers

should be nationalised on lines similar

those of the television stations, which

are public corporations and "advertising

pools” created.

Another factor in the deterioration of

relations between employers and unions

is the difficult negotiations on the in-

troduction of new technology in the

print and newspaper Industry. These ne-

gotiations have been going on for over a

year now.

Last month the unions declared that

negotiations had broken down. Since,

then there hove been token strikes, over-

time bans and works to rule on occa-

sions. Tills has hit newspaper publishers

particularly hard. It was this group

which suffered most from the 1976

printers’ strike.

,
Observers consider that Dctlef

Hensche is the man behind the print

union's present hard line. Hensche has

been a member of the union executive

for two years. Union boss Leonhard Mali*

lein recruited him because he needed an

intellectual In the executive , who could

get on well with the German Joumal-

Jrint union

hardliner

Hensche

Detlef Hensche
(Photo: Sven Simon)

isls* Union (DJU) and the German Wri-

ters’ Association (VS).

Hensche* who has a doctorate in law,

previously spent four years in the 'social

policy department of the DGB (Germart

Federation of Trades Unions) executive.

He is the theorist in the leadership of

the union, which consists of himself,

Mahlcin and wage-negotiation export

Erwin Fcrlemann.

Hensche's opinions are hardly com-

patible with the principles of a free

market economy based, on private enter*

prise system. He provides the ideological

working week to be an overall economic

one. It is a highly controversial issue,

and the employers make no secret of

the fact that do they do not want to set

a precedent for the rest of industry in

giving way to demands for & thirty-five

hour week.

In the seven rounds of negotiations

up to now, both sides have tried to

reach some kind of compromise or rap-

prochement, but without success. The
arbitration procedure also failed.

The employees’ organisations cite the

example of negotiations conducted on

the same issues in Sweden and Holland

and demand that their draft proposals

form the basis of further negotiations

with the employers. So far there have al-

ready been over a hundred spontaneous

stoppages all over the country — and

unmistakable sign that the vast majority

of print workers support the union

demands.

At a joint meeting of the Print and

Paper Union’s executive and its central

wage-negotiating committee in Frankfurt

recently, the union leadership was auth-

orised tp prepare for a full-scale strike.

Here, much depends on the attitude

of the Dcutscher Gewerkschaftsbund, the

Trades Union Confederation, who would

have to provide most of the finance

for such a strike — the Print and Pa-

per Union’s coffers arc more or less

empty after last year’s strike, when the

union paid 33 million dcntschmarks in

strike pay alone.

The Print and Paper Union now

wants to strengthen its position by in-

creasing union dues and cutting down

on strike pay. Jilrgvn Schenk

(Frankfurter Kuiidsclinii, 14 December 1977)

underpinning for the union's conflict

strategy. He wants a completely different

system, with Stale-controlled investment,

in which workers and trade unionists

have more power than at present.

Hensche uses the union’s newspaper as

a platform for his views. On the other

hand he is not a tribune of the people

— he was comparatively quiet at the

union conference.

The employers’ lactic of branding

Hensche as a bogeyman and extremist

has so far rebounded in their faces and

only served to increase his union's soli-

darity with him. More votes were cast for

him than for any other executive mem-
ber at the recent union conference.

It is probably premature at this stage

to see Hensche as the successor to Mah-

lein, who is himself not an uncontrover-

sial figure. Hensche’s comparative youth

— he is not yet forty — and his intellec-

tual manner do not help and will prob-

ably prevent his rise to the highest posi-

tion in the union in the near future.

The course of the forthcoming wage
negotiatioriHn-wMcte Hie-uriIon~will-be~

trying to reduce the negative effects of

the neW electronic Systems for composi-

tors, printers and journalists, will show
how much weight the various wings

within the union cany.
" "

Hensche advocates a hard, line on this

issue and Is prepared to call a strike if

necessary/ Feriemanh, whp is more

pragmatic, Is following a mpre conci-

liatory courso and is trying to reach a

mutually acceptable compromise.

At the moment It looks as If Hensche
has more support within the print union

itself, whereas Fqrlemann has the DGB
and the other major trades Uitions on his

side.
, Wolfgang ffpimer

(1‘rankfurlM Allfemiliw Z«ltuo|

fUr Deu|wtiUnd,i7. December 1977)
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THE ECONOMY

Dollar’s nosedive hits

German exports

T he US dollar, which has been weak
for some time, has now begun

tumbling on foreign exchange 1

markets.

Only a few weeks ago, during his visit

to Bonn, US Secretary of the Treasury
Michael Blumenthal gave assurances that

his government would attertipt to stabi-

lise the dollar. But now the US goveni-
nient and the Federal Reserve Bank are
standing by idly as the {foliar keeps
hurtling downward.

It would seem that the world’s most
mighty economic power Is not in a posi-
tion to pay its foreign trade bill. The
current account deficit, which has reach-

ed the staggering figure of 30,000 foil-

lion dollars this year, is a dark cloud
hanging over the American sky.

'

A goodly proportion of this deficit

(some 20,000 million dollars) is due to

oil imports. Considering the size of the
deficit dollar purcliases on the foreign

exchange markets are rather ineffectual,

and it is impossible to forecast what is

still in store.

This
4

uncertainty has become the

prime risk factor today, making it vir-

tually impossible to prognosticate for

next year.

Washington has for some time been
prodding the Bonn government to con-
tribute more towards boosting the inter-

national economy, yet now the Carter
administration has permitted the inter-

national monetary order to become to-

tally ..unset-withnnfr rWnn anything tn
counter this development.
, Monetary .uncertainty, and the risk it

entails for our export business have all

but eliminated any inclination to invest.

The .abrupt, and massive devaluation
of the dollar — or revaluation of the
deutschmark — has dealt a severe blow to
the development of export business,

which is vital for. this country's econo-
my. On It we had pinned our hopes.

Equally dangerous is the thus engen-
dered cheapness of imports, which is

tantamount to importing unemployment
Foreign competition on home markets

has even In
. past years hit certain of the

domestic industries; hard. They tare now
losing grpund on their own jipme mark-
ets and might even go to the: wall,

taring jobs with them.

,
All this can hardly be . intended as

America’s contribution towards
.
curing

the West's economy.' If >ve permit this

development to continue unchecked, the
flow of German capital to the United
States will increase, thus reducing the
growth rate of. the economy still further.'

if there is any chance at all of engender-
ing more economic growth .apd thus re-

ducing unemployment arid preserving
our social achievements,' then only via

stepping up exports and only by the
opening up of new markets an<| the de-

velopment of now products.

;
It is the capital goods industry in par-

ticular which makes or breaks., an, eco:
nomy and whose production capacities

are largely unutilised today. It is in this
industry, that the die. will be cast - and
it [s an industry which depends heavily
on exports.

1

Mechanical engineering, for instance,
the largest group in this sector, must
find markets abrbad for more than two
thirds of its output.-

i

In other words. If our export opportu-

nities are curtailed still further add if

our Industry, which is burdened and
weakened by the world’s highest wage

costs, is hampered as a result of the

high exchange rate of the deutschmark,

we shall be hit in the most vital and
vulnerable spot. - <

1 In 1977, the volume of exports in real

terms will probably have risen by a mere
four or five per cent Instead of by the

nine per cent originally predicted by the

Advisory Council of Economic Experts,

or Five Wise Men.

"We have already noticeably suffered

on foreign markets where 'the decisive

element In competition is the price ra*

ther than quality, and there was clearly a

retrogressive tendency this year as

regards Germany’s share in world trade.

Up to now business has coped rather

well with the steadily rising value of the
deutschmark on international foreign

exchange markets.

But whether we weather such fluctua-
tions or not depends on how they occur
and what is happening right now Is simply

too much and can lead to a collapse. -

Since the beginning of 1976 the
deutschmark has gained more than twen-
ty per cent on the dollar. All we need now
is excessive wage deals next year and
bankruptcies and jobless figures will

reach
'
proportions which only a short

while ago no-one would have considered
possible.

It is conceivable that the dollar's

tumbling_wilL he, halted,.temporarily,, as
happened last July. But the trend is

unmistakeable, and it points steadily

downward.

The reason for this development is of
a structural nature and it will be imposs-
ible to remedy the situation without
drastic energy-saving measures in the
United States. But hardly anybody be-
lieves that America will succeed in this

department ;

If the present exchange rate of the
dollar remains as It Is, or if the deutsch-
mark becomes even more expen-
sive, then there Is but one chance left

for* our economy. .

We mqst put up a dogged resistance
to further costs, taxes, social securi-

ty expenses, all the way to an embargo
on further wage increases. And unless
we heed the red light we shall be in

serious trouble.

But all this would presuppose a wage

policy that Is based on common
interests. It is simply untrue that, as

Eugen Loderer, general secretary of IG
Metali, the metalworkers; union, said a

few days ago on television, the redistri-

bution of incomes in favour of business

has proved ineffectual and has not pro-,

vided a single. unemployed worker with

a job.

What redistribution? The undeniable

fact is that profits have clearly dimi-

nished in 1977 and that a redistribution

is taking place in favour of consumption
and at the cost of Investment — and all

that after signs of improving profits had
become discernible in 1976,

But this improvement was only aij

improvement on the exceptionally low
level of profits over the past few years

and the remedy proposed by Herr Lode-
rer, namely t6 boost demand by wage
increases, has proved naive and ineffec-

tual in our present situation.

In 1974 there were the highest wage
increases, namely thirteen per cent, and
the lowest Increase in consumption,
nemely 0.3 per cent At the same time
employment dropped by 680,000.

No businessman would be foolish

enough to oppose increased purchasing
power for the consumer. After all, .that

is what business lives on. But in the
current acute labour market crisis nom-
inal wage increases would achieve noth-
ing and would indeed aggravate the cri-

sis still further.

Our demand deficit is not attributable

to private or government consumption.
Mass buying power and consumption
have been rising steadily for years.

In fact, consumers spent a whacking
25,000 million deutschmarks in foreign
exchange for travel abroad this year and
still had enough left to build up sizeable

savings accounts back home.
Sodr affluence is cOi-ttliily gratifying

But any further financing of consump-
tion in such a manner will not provide
jobs.

While production capacities in the
consumer goods industry are virtually

fully utilised, large sectors of the capital
goods industry are operating at well
below rapacity.

What we qeed is more demand for
plant and machinery, cement factories,

steel niills, ships, nuclear power stations,

aircraft and complete industrial com-
plexes.

Wage increases will do nothing to
boost such demand but will in fact re-
duce it due to rising production costs.

It would be a major step in the right
direction if all parties would accept the
soundness of this line of argument.

,

.

1

Walter SJotoich '

(SQddeutache Zeitung, 10 December 1977)
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Job prospects 1

just as poor

next year

W°* yotae next year
«j|| t

slightly down on 1977. san*
HWWA Institute for Economic

fc
s

search In Hamburg, basing its forac^ ]

an’ estimated average grovrth Bin
three per ceht in real terms.

According td HWWA, employ
decreased, this year following a bririiit

(

This change of trend coincided

overall stagnation of production saj

the spring. This once more dtas

states, the institute says, that tify

ment figures drop in times of ecom
stagnation.

.

,On the other hand, the, year Wi

showed that even in today's sitaSj

economic growth is a suitable mml
increasing employment.

In 1977 both components of mfo
liime — working hours and the nm!s

of people employed - dlmlni^

slightly. There was less overtimed

more short-shift work on the onelrl

and fewer employed persons oafi

other.

In some sectors, as for instance iift

automobile industry, the serviced

tries and the State, employment

creased. Vet it fell in other import

industries such as chemicals, mecW
engineering and construction.

As a result, the number of uiienipkr

ed, which had fallen in 1976, began!:

increase again.

Due to the school-leaving last sb&

mer of young people from the first bifl

birth rate year of a post-war baby boon

flic UhcnVjilbymint ffcvriW ivA, tfW.

previous year's level.

But even so, youth unemployment t

November (4.4 per cent) was not higla

than the overall unemployment figuft

However, this figure is In fact wr*

what higher in view of the fact t

young people looking for an apprt'

ceship are not listed in official statist

The number of apprenticeships ft

lable in still inadequate and there*

disparity between supply and dMJ.

with excess supply in the prodc®

sector and excess demand in the

industry. '

..

The ntunbef of job vacancies IisW fl

official statistics, which hai been stg

ting at around 200,000 for the pastw
years, is likely to' be twice that fig*

“ There, too;
:

we have a const

discrepancy between supply *

demand. HWWA : assumes that w*
tual Supply of jobs has increased Of

the recession — especially for skilW

bour. -
*'

\

But the Federal Labour OfWJ
an job-finding diminishes in'dirw r

portion to rtaing qualificationi 05

^
staff wanted. As :

1 a » result, : many r
vacancies are never registered' with

Labour Office. With regard to

'

HWWA does not anticipate any iw

change in working hours 1 r<per

employed. But the ;number of.'Woo*

people -will tbe fower than this ycat-

•! The'-actual n development
1

;
w'-wj-

ployment depends - on such hard 1

difet elements as labour- supply

able’ to rising; population figure*

Outflow of labour due to foreign

returning; to -their own'countries. rJL
If this tatter element outweigh-

former^ [thus providing. sofoe ;

the .
-labour - market; ‘the

(ployment figure,.for .1978 ‘wilhv^T;

same as in -1977, namely^

COMMON MARKET

EEC summit reaches agreement on

new unit of account

T he nine EEC heads of government

wrapped up their Christmas gift

just in the nick of time. As of 1 January

1978 the old European unit of account

will be replaced by a new one.

The publicity with which the Nine

celebrated their courageous decision was

such as to make one believe that they

had taken a giant step towards a Euro-

pean currency which would make us

forget all the wrigglings of the Snake,

the deutschmark’s highs and sterling's

lows.

But in actual fact we are no closer to

a monetary union than before. The

heads of government simply ended a

feud which had caused headaches to

their Finance Ministers for the past year,

at the same time taking leave of the last

vestiges of the intact world of fixed ex-

change rates.

The new accounting unit replaces the

old one, which used to be equal in

value to the American dollar and which,

in 1971 when the good world of fixed

exchange rates was shattered, retained

the parity of the time, notwitlistanding

all the antics of the deutschmark, the

Dutcli guilder, the French franc, the

Italian lira and the pound sterling.

Thus the pound was still worth nine

deutschmarks in Common Market ac-

counting terms at a time when it fetch-

ed a mere four deutschmarks on foreign

exchange markets.

Bonn Finance Minister Hans A net has

lor some time oeen lriied by this maiam

disregard for the ever-rising value of the

deutschmark. His staff have pointed out

time and again that Bonn is paying an

annual DM 1,000 million too much into

the EEC exchequer.

But, if the Germans were to pay less,

it was obvious that the others would

have to fork out that much more. Those

others are the countries whose currency

has been wasting away since 1971 —
above all Britain.

mm

or in national currency (as maintained

by the British).

The Finance Ministers failed to sever

this Gordian knot. But they were reluc-

tant to take the Issue to the European

Court In Luxembourg. And yet none of

the parties involved was prepared to

yield.

London was unwilling to give an inch

because it has become a matter of prin-

ciple with Britain not. to neglect Its own

Interests in favour of the Community —
especially when this would entail the

painful business of spending money.

Bonn on the other hand had grown

weary of this British attitude and con-

sidered its demand for a new accounting

unit perfectly equitable - particularly in

view of the fact that the new unit had

proved its worth in other Community

processes such as statistics, the European

Investment Bank and development aid.

As the Dutch prime minister at the

time, Joop den Uyl, put it, the nine

heads of government to whom the

Finance Ministers had turned over the

matter after reaching the end of their

tether had achieved a “miracle of prag-

matism” by finally reaching agreement.

Havinc mtrm!iire»l the new ricrnunl-

ing uriif they lelt it lo eacn member

nation to fix its own contribution to the

Community budget.

In the final analysis, this means that

the DM 1,000 million which the Ger-

mans no longer want to pay and which

the British are not yet prepared to pay

remains in the balance.

Our pragmatic heads of government

decided that this remainder is to be di-

vided up according to four different sets

of possible apportionment plans and

that each member should choose the

most favourable of these plans.

:But even so, there still remains a re-

mainder and the game could well go on

for a while longer;

The pragmatism of the heads of go-

vernment enabled both sides to arrive at

a compromise without loss of face. But

this compromise is more costly for

Bonn than it 'is for London since the

DM 1,000 million under dispute has

now been divided up among the Nino,

and even with the most favourable

apportionment plan Bonn will still have

to pay almost twice as much Into Brus-

sels coffers as will Britain, namely DM
325 million as opposed to DM 167 mil-

lion.

Bonn’s contribution to the EEC budg-

et for 1978, which the European Parlia-

ment will probably fix at about 12,300

million accounting units (DM 33,000

million), will amount to about DM
10,000 million or 31 per cent. France

will provide 19.4, Britain 15.4 and Italy

12.4 per cent.

The new accounting unit, which was

agreed upon on 6 December, is actually

almost three years old - as is its bigger

sister, namely the Special Drawing Right

of the International Monetary Fund, and

noth are a so-called “bosket currency.”

The new-look EEC unit of account

consists of nine EEC currencies, die

parities of which are fixed according to

their share in exports between l
u6() and

—

i

tfjji" • — " " ’ 1,1

One new unit of account consists of

82.8 pfennigs, S.85 pence, 1.15 French

francs, 109 Italian lire, 28.G Dutch cents,

3.66 Belgian francs, 21.7 Danish Ore,

0.759 Irish pence and fourteen Luxem-

bourg centimes.

All this having been computed into

actual exchange rates, the value of on

accounting unit on 9 December

amounted to DM 2588.

On 1 February 1977 this figure was

DM 2688. This is tho exchange rate

which has been fixed for the 1978 EEC
budget. The old accounting unit, which

will apply until the end of this year, was

worth DM 366.

But the actual saving to Germany is

out of keeping with this difference, and

this is not only due to the special ar-

rangement arrived at with Britain for the

next two years.

Eventually — unless Britain proves

obstructionist again — the apportion-

ment plans for the EEC budget will

provide a certain balance.

Those who, like Germany, have to pay

less for a new accounting unit will have

to bear a greater share of the budget

since their economic potential will hove

a bearing on the exchange rate.

Due to this automatic balancing proc-

ess, the other members were able to

view the Anglo-German tug-of-war

(which in any event applies only to the

next two years) with a certain equanimi-

ty.

Even if the introduction of the pew
accounting unit is by no means a bril-

liant event, it nevertheless took the Eu-

ropean Community a step further — not

only because of the expansion of the

European Regional Fund but also be-

cause the calculation of contributions to

the budget according to VAT revenue

has thus been blocked.

The confusion caused by differing ex-

change rates in all sorts of EEC transac-

tions has also come to oil end — though

with one exception: agriculture prices

arc still converted into manipulated

“green” currencies, which has forced

Agriculture Ministers to engage in the

most curious acrobatics.

But the latest EEC summit has

brought us not one bit closer lo the

eventual objective of a European curren-

cy. Even if the new accounting unit

wr»» tn proyi'l»? a fine currency, sue h a

cu rren cy, if it Is to be circulated, woul

d

still require a genuine European Central

Bank.

But no miracle of pragmatism on the

part of our heads of government can

bring about such a central bank as long

as Europe acts along the lines of Shake-

speare's “As You Like It” and a com-

mon currency will remain as distant as

ever. Petra Schetinski

i
(Deutsche Zcltung, 16 December 19t?)

But the British refused out of hand to

bear the additional cost, pointing to a

clause in their membership treaty whereby

the Increase of their contribution to

EEC coffers in 1978 and 1979 was to be

limited.

The new members who joined in

1973 (Britain, Ireland and Denmark)

will in any event only have to bear their

full share of the financial burden as of

next year, as stipulated in their member-

ship treaties.

The tug-of-war about adapting the

EEC units of account,, to. existing ex-

change rates has turned more and foore

into a private war between London and

Bonn.

The egotism and stubbomess of Brit-

ain in connection with a number of

other Community issues so upset the

other, members — except Ireland, wlucb

is in the same boat as Britain — that

they all backed Bonn although, on the

surface, there was much that spoke in

favour of Britain.

Were the poor British to dip deeper

into their till im favour of the rich Ger-

mans? 1

The relevant clause of the member-

ship treaty is ambiguous inasmuch' as it

: fails to state whether the limitation of

the British eoritributioh is meant in ac-

counting units (as interpreted by Bonn)

D epending on the degree to which

they are affected, the EEC's 9.1

million farmers will either frown or

smile at the announcement of the new

minimum prices for agricultural pro-

ducts in 1978/79.

The Danish vice-president of the Eu-

ropean Commission, Finn Olav Gunde-

lach/ has granted Europe's farmers an

average increase of revenues by two per

cent — the Germans getting less than

one per cent.

• This is really no more than a crumb,

considering an average EEC inflation

rate of nine per cent.
:

.

As in the current year- when gua-

ranteed' minimum prices were ohly

slightly Increased, agriculture is once

niore to become the dray horse of the

Community's anti-inflationary policy.

But this stability aim is no more than

a papering over of the hctUai objective.

What Agriculture CbmmlsSionet GUnile-

|&6h really wants is id rid' 'agriculture', of

the odium of being the most costly

element in the European integration

process.
.. .

And Indeed agriculture has swallowed

up DM 23,390 million (or rtore than

two-thirds of the total budget*'This is a

burden which sheds a rather ' bleak light

Oh our “Green Front.”
1 {

Two-per-cent

increase in

farm prices

The public frequently regards the

former as being responsible for the high

cost of living; And only few people are

. aware- of- the. fact.that .pur produce*? of

milk, meat and vegetables do not get

even half the money the consumer has

to pay at the check-out counter of his

supermarket.

! What makes life so expensive is the

relatively riskless route agricultural pro-

duce takes from the.(armor via the who-

lesaler and the retailer lo the consumer.

Granted, our farmers have never, pro-

duced with such a disregard for market

requirements as under the EEC 1 with its

guaranteed prices. EEC regulations apply

to 96 per cent of agricultural produce.

This Is aft enormous incentive to pro-

duce as much as possible Since the

Brussels price system knows no limits.

Surpluses are bought dp and 1 stockpiled

and the
1 taxpayer has to foot the bill.

This might be a somewhat heretical

view, but surpluses are still cheaper (and

put all our minds at rest) than bother-

some and costly supply bottlenecks.

Moreover, the extent of the stockpiles

is usually overestimated. Thus for in-

stance our beef mountain of 300,000

tons would cover the
- requirements of

the Community with its 260 million

people for a mere two weeks:

Europe's agriculture has been consi-

dered the pillar of the integration proc-

ess ‘ ever slnco ’the. Inception of .the •

Community twenty, years' ago. Never be-

fore has the supply of . foodstuffs been

so varied and so dependable.
,

The tiny crumb of! additional revenue

granted to the fanners will. cost the con-

sumer a mere one half of one per cent.

But
i
this lias, been calculated .by the

Commission, which is unsullied by tlio

striving for profit on the part of busi-

ness. . i

Anyway, the Green Front ; 19 unlikely

to collapse because of the low prices

fixed by Brussels. In no oilier sector of

our economy has the growth rate reach-

ed agriculture's' fifteen to: twenty per

cent

a

figure of which business can

only dream; Hehtml J- ^eland 1

1 (Nordwfsi Seining. 13 December 1977)
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SCIENCE

Heidelberg

secrets

astronomers probe

of the Universe i f thin cloud of imoka '"" ^

that stars originate as dense layers of

dust, which also serves as the basic ma-
terial in the birth of planets.

' The light emanating from a star that

has come into being in the centre of

such a dust layer reaches Earth on a di-

rect route In a considerably diminished

form. The decisive factor, it is claimed,

is the light reflected sideways, which is

heavily polarised as a result of a detour.

As far back os two years ago, astro-

nomers of the - Heidelberg Max Planck

: Institute of Astronomy working et the

German-Spanish observatory atop Calar

Aito In the province of Almerla, Sou-

thern Spain, proved the existence ot' nas*

cent stars still surrounded by clouds of

dust.

An infra-red camera developed at the

Heidelberg institute enabled scientists to

penetrate the clouds of dust by means
'of long-wave light.

A few months later, using the same
method, astronomers discovered new ga-

laxies closer to our own. Obscured by
clouds of dust in the Milky Way, these

galaxies appeared as diffuse objects with

a heavy red tinge.

Radioastronomers, too, are now in-
MaKinjly.A«aattnfrthalt.nttai\tini\ .to. th»
analysis of stars in the making. As a re-

sult a number of areas in which such
stars ore taking shape have been disco-

vered and are now the focal point of

attention at the Max Planck Institute.

It is these stars through which new
insights have been gained, but they
would not have been possible without
the development of new measuring
techniques.

Thomas Schmidt, Bodo Schwartze and
Klaus Proetel, in cooperation with elec-

tronic and precision instruments work-
shops, liave developed new instruments

for the exact . measurement of bright-

ness — in other words, photometry - and
for the determination of the frequency

direction of the light captured- (polarisa-

tion measurements) with which they are
carrying out extensive readings in the
vicinity or nascent stars.

When these instruments were put to

use at the 1.2-metre telescope on Calar
Alto, the three above-mentioned scien-

tists arrived at startling results in their

observations.
- ln-lhe-duaHayeT-V/-3-therewobjeCta-
with an' unusually high proportion of
polarised light, amounting to as much as

sixteen per cent. In the M 17 dust layer

polarisation proportions readied an amaz-
ing 26 per cent, and there was a surpris-

ing uniformity in the direction of pola-

risation planes.

According to Hans ElsSsscr, director

of the Heidelberg institute, attempts to

explain the high proportion of polarised
light by means of dust clouds that are

obscuring the light rays seem fairly im-
probable.

He considers it more likely that the
star, 'in other words the source of the

light, is embedded in a dense, disc-like

cloud of dust. This cloud of dust lies in

the direction of the viewer, thus permit-
ting only small quantities of light to

reach him. The observed light consists

primarily of those rays which the star

exudes to both sides of the dust disc.

In such places there is a dent in the

dust disc siiaped like a thin cloud which
reflects the light at a ninety-degree angle,

and this accounts for the high degree of

polarisation. It seems evident that this

cloud consists of matter that has been

hurled sideways.

This interpretation is pretty much in

keeping with theoretical ideas concern-

ing the birth of a star -within a planetary

system.

A mass of dust begins to rotate, form-

ing a flat disc in the centre of which

there occurs a concentration which gives

rise to the creation of a star. Planets

form on the outskirts of the rotating

dust disc.

Subsequently, the light rays of the

young stars hurl the material not utilised

in forming the star and the planets into

space, and eventually the star is seen in

its full brightness.

The fact that a number of cosmic ob-

jects which are close enough to make
their bipolar structure discernible seems

to indicate that the dust disc theory of

the Heidelberg astronomers is rather

plausible.

Thus, for instance, there are two

bright dust areas in the so-called Egg

Fog with a seventy-per-cent proportion

^/CVj\ca_in_SLJwlule^paxtUil<j.acc3laratotB

V-rmake headlines. Generally, these

headlines are related to the discovery of

a new element - and it is always the

same large-scale accelerators that are

mentioned.

In Western Europe these are usually

those of the European Nuclear Research

Centre (CERN) in Geneva or the DESY
electron synchrotron in Hamburg.

It would appear as if only these major
installations matter. But in actual fact,

says nuclear physicist Dr Josef Ney,
professor at the Technical University in

Berlin, many small accelerators installed

in numerous universities and research

institutes play a more important role in

everyday life.

Professor Ney, for instance, has a

compact cyclotron, a roughly circular ac-

celerator for hydrogen and helium nuclei,

at his disposal..

His accelerator is propelled by a flfty-

kw FM transmitter which is considered a

strong unit even in radio terms. This
achieves an energy of twenty million elec-

'tron volts which equals about brie-fifth

of the speed of light

Such a speed can circle the equator
three times within a span of a mere two
seconds.

The relatively small so-called compact
cyclotrons are by no meins a rarity.

Baden-wttrttemberg alone has about ten

of them, according to Professor Ney*s
estimates. They are used not only to

train students but also assist in many
fields of technology

For the physicist-to-be work on a cyc-

lotron is an activity Involving many sec-

tors of science.

In order to engage in nuclear experi-

ments by means of an accelerator, stu-

dents must familiarise themselves with

vacuum technology, electronics, datp

processing,, high-frequency technology as

. ......
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of the dust discs How Heidelberg astronomers reckon stars are born

and thus the crea- (Ph<M
tion of stars and planetary systems must The phenomenon of the bipolar fcj

be triggered by a common mechanism could thus be typical for certain piss
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that the universe contains more plu

ess that gave nse to the birth of the star
, systems than hithert0

there. The situation is somewhat more
complicated with regard to M 17. (SUddeutscha Zeltung, 9 December Ifl

(PhOteJTrj

The phenomenon of the bipolar kf

could thus be typical for certain prime

in the coming about of stars. Mciot,

young stars frequently appear beddda

flat dust discs.

The formation of planetary syslet'j

therefore probably a rather frequents

currence and there is every likeKbxi

that the universe contains more pto-

tary systems than hitherto assumed.

Versatile

particle

accelerators

well as the various regulations governing
protection from radiation.

Thus for Instance, by bombarding li-

thium, berylium and a number of other

metals with hydrogen nuclei it is poss-

ible to trigger nuclear reactions within
the cyclotron which lead to highly pen-

etrating neutron rays.

Such reactions have the property of

inflicting heavier damage to certain can-

cer cells than to healthy tissue, and are

thus suitable as a means of cancer ther-.

apy. This type of therapy
,
is already

being practised in Heidelberg, in Rijs-

wijk, Holland and in- the United States.

Purpose-oriented nuclear reactions by
means of cyclotrons enable Man to pro-,

duce short-lived radioactive substances
which are steadily gaining in importance
in the field of diagnosis and medical re-

search.

,
The objective in both Instances is to

identify radio isotopes through their, ra-

diation and to follow their course in the
human body. This enables physicians to

check the function of .individual organs
and > thus arrive at an early diagnosis of a
considerable number of ailments.

It is therefore important to .have cyc-

lotrons located in ,tjie vicinity of clinics,

Experts
. in nuclear medicine have a vest-

ed interest ip the use of short-lived ra-

dio Isotopes which have no lasting de-

trimental effect pn the patient

Because they are short-lived they prer
elude the possibility of transporting
them over long distances. .

.

Ideally, says Professpr Ney, such iso-

(SUddeutsche Zeltung, 9 December mi

topes should be used within a few hern

after having been produced.

In other cases it suffices to mark re-

tain substances by injecting them wit!

molecules of ray-emitting isotopes of a

existing chemical element.

Thus for instance dentists would Ifc

to know whether fluoride actually b

the properties attributed to it by W-

paste advertisements.

Experts differ on the question ei-

ther fluoride prevents caries, whetbtf*

should be added to drinking walei^

whether it is absorbed by toOth ew»

This question Is now to be clarnW

Berlin by means of “marked”

Professor Ney hopes to. be

ssloned to provide the necessary no

isotopes.

..So for; dentists have us«i arseri^j

destroy nerves. Alas, it is still unnj0?

how much of this arsenic enters F

tient’s body. This question, too,
«

clarified by means of marked arsenic*

Even pharmacology can expect^
new ’ Insights through radio

v?ltich
; would enable experts to

the route of a marked drug tbr0UP.

body.'
’

!

'at
But cyclotrons can also play

resting role in criminology byjwg
experts to activate certain 'Sp^g

Subsequent analysis can prove t&ejj#

tence of substances amounting wj
more -than one-billionth. P**'.®

Tiny paint, splinters after a

cident involving a hit-and-run

instance, can thus

clues as to the manufacturer oLWJjj.

Meanwhile, the use of cyclotron?^

also proved its. worth in establisn^isr

origin of, metals usqti fa antique.^;

Tiny but typical
,

additives wbwy

!
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The ideal

companion
for trips

to
Venezuela

The Obersee Verlag has begun publishing a series of Illustrated travel

guides, starting with Caracas, capital of Venezuela, and will shortly

ba bringing out guides to the cities of Lima, Bogota and Cairo. The

aim of these pictorial guides Is to present a picture of Ihe world’s most

important cities, by word and Illustration.

Caracas Illustrated guide, published by Ibero-Amerika Vereln, Ham-

burg, 32 pages, 24 pages of color photos, bound In a four-color cover.

In English, Spanish and German. Price 6.50 DM.

KEY-READY INDUSTRIAL PLANTS

CEMENT PRODUCTS • STEEL PRODUCTS

FOODSTUFFS

WEST AFRICA - MIDDLE EAST - FAR EAST

LATIN AMERICA

STELLING &WAGNER
MANUFACTURERS • EXPORTERS • CONSULTANTS

Obersee Verlag GmbH
Telephone: (040) 2 28 52 28

SchOne Auesfcht 23 • 2000 Hamburg 76

HAMBURG
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

^HNERSUPF
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DELICIOUS SOUPS

HESCO Soups are well known to ex-

pert cooks for their excellent quality.

They are packed climaleproof with no

chemical addltlveB and will keep for

several years. HESCO quality Soups

are highly concentrated. This keeps the

cost of packaging and transport down,

as well as any import duty payable.

HESCO -Hessler* Co.

DUssaldorfer Str. 42/44

D-401 Hllden, West Germany

If you

can’t use soap use nnhg mnil
seba mod uulld IIIEU

/MUZ

W© offer a

Rjkv, comprehenslvo

range of COMET-
paint- and artist's

brushes and
karakul-M paint-rollers

H. L. STERKEL AG COMET-PINSELFABRIK

D-7980 RAVENSBURG, founded 1823

Federal Republic of Germany, P. O. Box 2140. -

Telex 732'988 comet d, phone-no. 07 51 / 20 58 - 20 59.

to cleanse and care for hard-worked skin.

Recommended for ECZEMA - ACNE ^SEBORRHOEA

end personal hygiene

Saba mod, a genuine syndetic, has

been used (or years at university

dermatological clinics. We will

gladly send you on demand
clinical reports, samples and the

full range at special discount rates

for tha medical profession. .

Write to: ,

Sebamat Chemicals,

P.O.B. 80, 5404 Bad Salzlg/Rhein,

Federal Republic of Germany.

We are leading manufacturers

and export worldwide.

Sebameda08p

cleanses pores - deep but gepjUy -

fights bacteria — deodorises

biologically.
.

.

Seba mad liquid for ypur hair, •

In the bath and under the shower.

Seba med cream lotion

protects and oaraa;fojr:your body
and hands - regulates mdlature,

renews and smooths the akin.
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An East Berlin critic of

East Bloc socialism
r

Rudolf Bahro, the East Berlin dissident

author of a critique of socialIsm as
practised In the Eastern Bloc, was re-

manded In custody several months ago
<on suspicion of espionage. Why are the
.(3DR authorities so keen to brand his

|Vlews those of a criminal?

B ahro is attempting to analyse what
GDR head of titate Erich Honecker

and USSR party leader Leonid Brezhnev
{have described as “really existent social-

jism.” Bahro describes his own stand-

point as that of a “revolutionary Mar-
xist.” His critique is divided into three

[parts.

; The starting point, typical of the first

section, is that there are substantial dif-

ferences between “really existent social-

ism” and socialism as envisaged by
|Marx.

j

Bahro analyses particular social forma-
jtions, going right back' in history to

“Asiatic inodes of production” which
explain the development of this social

formation.

Russia and the USSR play an impor-
tant part in this section, because an un-
derstanding of Russia and the USSR is

an essential prerequisite for an under-

standing of the GDR or Czechoslovak-

ia.

In the second part, Bahro deals with
the structure of “really existent social-

ism” — its central istic and bureaucratic

organisation, its character as a historical

society, the extreme powerlessness of
Wnwp Ohrctty hrrptrcth-in prodnettott

processes and its political and ideologi-

cal organisation as a “semi-theocratic

State.”

In the third part, Bahro looks at the
alternative “which is growing in the
womb of really existent socialism and
Other industrially developed nations”

Bahro is committed to Marxist pro-
cedure “which makes events dance so
that we can play their melody back to
them.”

: Bahro has "invented” nothing. His
analysis of socialist reality cannot be
'dismissed as "imperialist propaganda.”
Bahro has looked at the reality rather
.than the distorted self-congratulatory

ideological image of “really existent so-
cialism.” He has gathered together ob-
servations, experiences and developments
and tried to generalise on them.
The GDR, Czechoslovakia and the

USSR are not, in Bahro’s view, commu-
nist and not even socialist. This is be-
cause the party organisations in these
countries “produce false consciousness
!en masse.”

' y”'HFTrisCfblamed WHSt~he”cTe^flbES
_
aS'

;the “dictatorship of the politbureau,”

which he attacks as “a fatal exaggeration
of the bureaucratic principle” because
the party apparatus is “a Church hierar-

chy and a super State in one.”
Nationalised property “as the domain

of this politbureaucratic and administra-

tive power” is “a mode of production sui

generis.” It does not make a great deal

of difference to the individual worker
whether he is doing. piece work within
the capitalist system or for really exist-

ent socialism. “Nothing reminds the in-

dividual worker in the really existent so-

cialist system more cruelly of capitalism

than piece Work.”

GDR head of ' Stale Erich Honecker
recently stated “the word piece work had
no better sound than in socialist socie-

ty” (AussenpoUtische Korrespondenz der

DDR 21/77, p. 163).

Bahro disagrees; he says that the re-

sult of piece work is alienation in the

GDR as much as in capitalist society.

He goes on to say that the function of

Marxism-Leninism is merely to provide

ideological justification for this system.

Bahro advocates a “cultural revolu-

tion” with five main aims:

, 1. To, abolish the old system of the

division of labour.

2. To combat the exclusion of the

majority from decision-making processes

and to give them the education to mako
their participation possible.

3. To combat the patriarchal view of

childhood which hinders tire child’s de-

velopment.

4. To combat the lack of community.

5. To combat bureaucracy.

Bahro argues that detente, the Bel-

grade and Helsinki conferences and Eu-
rocommunism have “created the inner

subjective conditions for a more effec-

tive formation of opposition elements.”

Bahro acknowledges, however, that the

situation in the GDR is the least deve-

loped in this respect. He explains this

underdevelopment in terms of the rel-

ationship with the Federal Republic of

Germany, the comparatively smooth

functioning of its economy, the Prussian

tradition of obedienceto the State, and

the density, vigilance and comparative

efficiency of the socialist system of con-

trol.

On the other hand, Bahro does not

consider “an alliance of communists

beyond capitalism” to be utopian. This

alliance would be the exact opposite of

the SED in every respect - “an organi-

sation of emancipatory interests,” “an,

association of men and women with the

same basic philosophy, is. people of ge-

neral competence all striving for the

same kind of solution to problems.”

It would be a “revolutionary commu-
nity” open to all sides, “the ideological

inspiration of integral behaviour by all

grass roots groups” and “a collective of

intellectuals communicating in democra-

tic manner and agreeing on a consensus

for change.”

: Baliro’s book is not against the GDR.
The main target of his attack is the

Soviet Union, with which the GDR is

“forever and Irrevocably bound” (Ar-

ticle 6 of the GDR Constitution).

He makes tills quite clear in a televis-

ion interview with Lutz Lelimann. “My
book is a critique of really existent so-

cialism. You can only understand the

roots, the history and the structure of

really existent socialism if you look at

Russia’s path from being an agricultural

despotism to what I call on industrial

despotism.”

This observation, plus a self-interview.

Rudolf Bahro
(Photo: SDddeuiuhttVcty

six lectures, bn the book, a handwrfe

curriculum vitae; and other intervtaun

all to be found in the Dokumentatka.

In the introduction to the Dokm
tation we read the apt observation tti

“the SED could certainly put Bahro to

prison, but it could not shut him up'

i , Wilhelm Bm
(Das Porlament, 10 December Ml

Rudolf Bahro: Die Alternative - ZtirKritih

reel exlstferanden Soilallsmut. Europbfc

Vartagianstalt, Cologne/Frankfurt 1977. W
pages. DM34.

Rudolf Bahro: Bine Dokumentatlon. fo

pSIiche Verlagsanstalt, Cologne/Fr*^
1977. Ill pages. DM7.80.

GDR grants dissident novelist

exit permit
East Berlin writer Hans Joachim SchSd-
lich, whose novel Versuchte NShe was
well received by reviewers after its

Inclusion In the autumn lists of Rowohlt,
the Hamburg publishers, has been grant-

ed an exit visa by the GDR authorities.

His first application last summer was
refused, but SchBdlich and hit wife are
now safely In this country.

H ans Joachim SchBdlich’s request
has finally been granted. The GDR

authorities have reversed their previous
decision and given the 42-year-old East
Berlin writer and translator an exit visa.

He and his family will now settle here
in the Federal Republic of Germany.
The news will come as a great relief

to Schidlich’s friends in East and West.
It is a happy and unexpected turn of
events. Before he left the GDR the auth-,

orittes there had worked out a water-

tight case and there was considerable

anxiety among his friends about what
would happen to him.

For SchBdlich and his vyife this is the
end of a period of great psychological
stress, ft was a situation which hobody
who has not been in it can appreciate.

Outwardly at least, the two seem to have
come through the ordeal remarkably
well.

It all began When SchBdlich declared
his solidarity with the twelve prominent
GDR authors who had signed a letter of
protest against the expulsion of Wolf
Biermann, East Berlin poet who has now
settled in Hamburg.
At the time, ScfiSidtich himself was

not a prominent author. A selection of
his prose writings had appeared in Lit

&

raturma&azin, published by Rowohlt of
Hamburg.

He had sent his work to publishers in
the GDR as well,' and there were a
number of publisher’s readers who were
highly impressed by the literary quality

of the work. However, no specific offers

were made, only vague promises for the

future.

These promises would hardly have

been kept even if SchBdlich had not
signed the Biermann petition. For this

“crime” SchBdlich was punished In a
number of ways, though it is not correct,

as some have reported, that linguist and
literature lecturer SchBdlich was removed
from his post at the East Berlin Academy
•of Sciences. SchBdlich had already given

up tills post to earn his living as a

freelance translator.

What did in fact happen was that ho
stopped receiving translation commis-
sions. Efforts were then made to put
pressure on his wife, who was working
tin her PhD thesis at the time. These ef-

forts failed.
1

;

In the spring of 1977 SchBdlich de-

cided to publish in this country. The
collection included a number of stories

EDUCATION

European Business School

delivers the goods

Hans Joachim SchBdlich
(Photo: Rowohlt Vm1>b)

dealing directly with the pressure tele!

been subjected to since signing It'

Biermann petition.

The collection, published by RowoWi

in August 1977, is melanchollcally »
titled Versuchte Nahe (Attempt a

Nearness). It was unanimously hailfi

here as a major literary event and *

viewed at some length on television, rad-

io and In the press.

In September a Darmstadt jury chw

it as the book of the month. It came tc;

of SUdwestfunk's list of best books tJ

lias remained there ever since.

SclifldllcU’s friend the ****

GOnter Grass has been trying tod-

get Versuchte NShe into the best-s^

lists as well. This autumn he gw*

large number of public readings
«

J

latest novel Der Butt (The Flounder) *1

these readings, he invariably

SchBdlich’s Unter den achtzehn TC

der Maria vor den Teyn. .

Grass certainly persuaded a

people to read SchBdlich’s work,

enough to give him a mass

This is hardly surprising when one&
aiders that Versuchte NShe is tw»

able for rapid literary consumpti®1

remorseless intensity, however,

ensure its success in the long ten&AJ

the positive judgements of resp«P

will also tell.
>

Meantime, SchBdlich sat in tos

East Berlin and, from a distancMW

all the publicity surrounding hls,<w

did not seem to affect him- He w*
,

once that he kept on having toW
himself that he was really the jwtgr

the book he heard
.

being/iwlw*
radio and television. .

’

This reaction should not be at

to surprise at the positive reso

his book. SchBdlich is quietly •hd-t

estly convinced of its importance

'

disturbed him was the painful con
|

between his success ini the West stfi9

reality of his life ip: East Berlin.
g

. In. the summer, SchBdlich 'P^rL
first application' for permission to

the GDR. Alter art- intolerably lon&T
Continued on page 11

K laus Evard Is the director and foun-

der of the first private Graduate

Business School in this country. The Eu-

ropean Business School, which is in Off-

fenbach near Frankfurt, has been provid-

ing courses in management studies since

1971 . Its graduates are very much in

demand in industry and commerce. The

Deutsche Bank looking for a trainee

manager recently contacted JEvard to ask

if any of his graduates was looking for a

Job: Evard’s answer: “Sorry, I’m comple-

tely booked up. Try again in 1979.”

The Deutsche Bank, which is the big-

gest in this country, wanted to appoint

one of Evard* s graduates to a post In au-

tumn 1978. But here the Deutsche Bank
was too slow off the mark. Others, such

us the giant American Morgan Guaran-

tee Trust Bank, the Crddit Lyotmuls

nnd the French tyre producers Michelin

had got there before them. In past years,

the Commerzbank and the Hamburg
Vereins- itnd Westbank have appointed

Evard’s graduates.

Evard is 41 and comes from Berlin.

He has held a professorship at the Sor-

bonne in Paris for some years now. He
gives fortnightly lectures on comparative

taxation luw. He is of medium height

and gives the impression of being a

bundle of energy who could work thirty

hours a day and eight days a week if nec-

essary.

Evard has not only devoted a conside-

rable amount of mental energy to his

invested his entire savings of

DM 180,000. He still pumps his own
money into the European Business

School, which works together with insti-

tutes of the same name in London and

Paris. “I put all the money I earn at the

Sorbonne back into the Offenbach Insti-

tute. Fm sure it will pay off handsomely

in the end,” he says.

Evard had to fight for several years to

get state recognition for his European

Business School. He had to take the case

to the highest administrative court be-

fore the school was granted university

status. Hesse state ministers of education

— first Ludwig von Friedeburg and then

Hans Krollmann (SPD) - were not at ail

happy about giving their blessing to an

institution exclusively devoted to the

training of future capitalists.

The boot is on the other foot now
and the present Hesse minister of eco-

nomic affairs Heinz-Herbert Karry

(FDP) is trying to persuade Evard to

move into one of Hesse’s empty castles..

The European Business School is at

present housed in a high-rise block. It is

very comfortable and there is room for

expansion in the next two years. Admitt-

edly, the Kalserstrasse in Offenbach

on the outskirts of Frankfurt is hardly a

sought-after address, but it is highly

convenient from a traffic point of view.

Evard has rented the entire sixth floor

in the skyscraper. Ideally he would like

the school to have an entire building fdr

itself but he would prefer this tb be in

the centre of Frankfurt rather thari in an

idyllio'cAstle on the Rhine.
'

The reason for this is ?imple: Evfcrd

not only has acadfemicS frdin 'the univer-

sities of Mainz, BOchum, Trier and

Frahkfurt “on loan” at hie school —
fifty per cent of His! lecturers are practis-

ing managers and industrialists. Evard's

basic principle Is that each subject is

taught by an academic and by a practis-

ing manager.

To operate this system, the school has

to be easily accessible from a traffic

point of view. Marketing director Otto

Oscar von Stritzky has his office in

Frankfurt and could reach a castle on

the Rlieingau in half an hour by taxi.

For Maizena managers Henning Blom-

bach and Hellmut Grundmann from

Hamburg it would be rather a different

matter. Their block seminars on “Practi-

cal Examples of Personnel Management”

or marketing problems are held three or

four times per semester. They last all

day, beginning at 9 o’clock In the morn-

ing. This means they can catch a plane

from Hamburg at soven o’clock and it is

then only a stone's throw to front the

Rhein-Main airport to (he European Busi-

ness School.

There are a number of very prominent

names among the practising managers

and industrialists who teach at the EBS:

Horst Bockelmann of the Bundesbank,

Matthias Schmidt, formerly a member of

the AEG board, who also has a profes-

sorship in Cologne. Josef H. van Diet,

executive manager of Messer Griesheim,

is also on the list of lecturers. At the

top of this list is Johann Philipp Frei-

herr von Bethman n, co-owner of tho

Bcthmami banking house. Under the new
university framework act, he will be

entitled to call himself a professor from

1979 onwards if he can give evidence

. Ilwi .lwhu—

i

Mfluhn ly-H t-niM-liftfc—
Professor Evard is also trying to per-

suade former Bundesbank president Karl

Klasen to lecture for him. He also wants

Manfred Meier Preschany. who is a

member of the Dresdner Bank board, to

teach at the EBS and help solve the

problems of recruitment and quality in

the banking profession. There is only

one double lesson on banking every

other semester at the university of

Frankfurt.

EBS graduates are already very much

in demand. “Every manager who has

graduated from our school has got a

job” says Evard. Next year, 22 of the

school’s 95 students will be taking their

final
1 examinations. And once they have

passed they will be able to pick and

choose their jobs. There are few other

graduates in the same position these

days. Evard has got 56 offers of jobs for

these graduates tucked away in his dra-

wer - from Germany, Belgium and

France.

Directors' assistants, systems analysts

and sales strategists are in great demand.

A Bremen Firm was prepared to pay a

starting salary of DM2,800 for an EBS
graduate. A large US firm offers a start-

ing salary of DM3,200 for a post in

Brussels, while a Paris firm Is even pre-

pared to go as high as DM3,800. The
candidate for the last-mentioned post

must, however, be prepared to spend

half his time travelling.

What is it about EBS graduates that

makes them so attractive to industrial

and commercial firms, whereas many of

their contemporaries at state universities

are on the dole?

The practical and international orien-

tation of the course is a decisive factor

here. English and French, taught in lan-

guage laboratories, are compulsory sub-

jects for all students. They also have to

spend one semester in Paris and one

semester in London. Then there ore six

“practical periods” each lasting up to

two months. At least one of these is in

England and at least one in France.

Following the example of the Ameri-

can Graduate School of Business in

Stanford, there are regular checks on at-

tendance and achievement. Professor

Evard explains: “It Is just like football.

Anyone absent or late live times gets a

yellow card, nnd those who arc absent or

late ten limes are shown the red card.

The students themselves insist that re-

gular latecomers and absentees should

be expelled."

Model students such as these do not,

of course, go on strike. They have to pay

• "O'
’

Klaus Evard - •

(Photo: Erika Sulzer-Klrinmclcr)

Evard gets a subsidy of DM2,800 per

student from the state, plus a private

subsidy of DM500 from industry.

Tills means that the private univer-

sity’s finances arc in such a healthy

state that it is in a position to award full

scholarships to working class children

who pass its stiff entrance examination

(a pass in the school-leaving examina-

tion Is not enough in itself).

At the moment only one student, the

son of a gardener, is on one of these

scholarships. The vust majority of stud-

ents at the EBS come from well-heeled

families. About fifty per cent of all stu-

dents — students numbers have doubled

in the last two years - are the sons and
daughters of company owners, managers

or the self-employed.

Evard forecasts that stale universities

will have to face increasing and intense

compctilion from private universities.

school’s early days, Evard only charged

DM1,550. He considers the present fee

of DM2,050 to be quite reasonable and

appropriate: “Look at it this way. Four

years’ study at my school cost no more

than a Volkswagen Golf with sliding

roof.”

The EBS receives DM4,100 per an-

num per student. This, however, is not

enough to cover the university’s costs of

DM7,000 to DM7,500 per student per

annum (the average number of teaching

hours per semester week is 28). The
costs at the University of Frankfurt

where there is an average of only 12

contact hours per semester week come

to DM42,000.

Continued from page 10

this request was turned down. He was

accused, in all seriousness, of having

written and published his works purely

and simply so that he could leave the

GDR and go and live in the West.

tolef him* have*

him to abandon his present literaiy acti-

vity and, in future, to write in a manner

befitting a GDR writer.
.

,

The main thing, they pointed .out, was

the correct point of view. If he adopted

the correct point of view he would find

everything plain sailing and would not

tread on anybody’s toes.
.

This fatuously jovial admonition was

not all. SchBdlich had applied for mem-

bership of the GDR SchrMstellerve*

iband (Writers Association). Some mem-

bers of this orthodox body now tried to

ruin Sch&rfUcJi’s career as a writer.

. . The names .
of these Vetches ,orc

.

known i but <1q nqt ..deserve mention.

They .dismissed his work, as rubbish,

saying that there was little point in dis-

cussing its literary qualities as they were

non-existent

One Schriftstellenerband hack even

accused SchBdlich of anti-Soviet prop-

aganda and said that he did not under-

stand why the GDR security forces had

not “rendered him harmless" — a play

’nanre**8chadlioh, which means*

harmful in German - by imprisoning

him, .
•

SchBdlich already seemed to have one

foot in prison but the authorities ,decid-

ed not to incarcerate him after ajl. The

unwanted, non-integrable author lived

for several months in. a slate of perma-

nent Inner exile, with no prospect of an

end.The only ray bf hope on the ^aric ho-

rizon was the slim qhance of permission

to emigrate from a country which want-

ed to ho]d on to him although M did

hot really want him.

SchBdlich’s position was that of a pre-

sent without a future. Now it is all oyer,

and we wish Herr' SchBdllch and his

: wife gbtiti luck for their fresh start.

— 1

;;
Wolfgang Werth

(SUddeuticha Zollang, 13 December 1877)

ogcause mduswy iy ror prepared to ao-

cept the low standards of efficiency and
performance at state universities. Evard

attributes the decline of the state univer-

sities’ standards to the huge increase in

student numbers which has made the

universities into an educational mass-

production line.

He cites the example of the Com-
merzbank, which has to put its graduate

trainees through a special eighteen

month course which costs more than

DM180,000 per head. Hoechst, the che-

mical and pharmaceutical company,
trains

,
its own managers, which means

that from 1980 onwards the Hoechst

AG will not be taking on any more gra-

duate trainees.

Government educational experts

should take these warning signals ser-

iously. There is an unmistakable trend

in larger industrial companies towards

training their own managers. No less

than 200 German companies have gone
to considerable' trquble and expense to

create traineeships for' pupils with

Advanced Level (Abitiir). For many
'pupils,. ?uch

than acceptable alternative to university

With
1

jittle prospect of a job, at the end.
’ the ‘ Offenbach model shows' that

German industry is prepared' jo take

action to train the kind of managers'll

needs for the harsh competitive of

tomorrow, It realises that .iraliifrig in

scientific ihinafe&hflvr fephniqueS is Ab-

solutely essential Jf the federal Republic

of Gelmany wants' to keep Jts hose

ahead 6f its cqmpetitqp in the growth
stakes.'

1
‘

State .
universities wifi have td take acc-

ount of now requirements ahd adjust to

the
1

trend typing . ‘by’ the , Offenbach
operation. These! adjust hacfili, Vlil nayp
to comb Soon, b&puse' time is, {tinning

oUt. ‘

.
'burftqrtSaicAoW

> < (Deuucbt Zeltuagi 9 December 1977)
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ARCHAEOLOGY

Tubingen archaeologists

unearth Ice Age site

L ittle or nothing was known about

the Ice Age inhabitants of West
Germany until Joachim Halm and a

team of Tubingen University archaeolo-

gists started digging at Lommersum,
near Euskirchen.

Traces of human habitation dating

back to the end of the Ice Age had been
found, but not of the millenia of the Ice

Age proper — apart, that is, from cave

dwellers In an isolated area of the

Swabian Alb.

At the end of the Ice Age, when the

Baltic was still full of shifting glaciers,

packs of hunters are known to have

lived in the Eifel mountains, near Co-
logne, and In the vicinity of Hamburg.
They set up their tents as they tra-

velled around, staging major religious

festivals from time to time.

All told, however, the distribution of

finds creates the impression that the

wide open countryside between the gla-

ciers to the north and south was unin-

habited, which was surely not the case.

Fn point of fact the chilly steppes be-

tween the glaciers must have been full

of large animals and a happy hunting

ground for the people who occasionally

dwelt In South German caves.

Yet few traces of Ice Age habitation

have been found, and for a good reason.

Such traces as there may have been were

destroyed by the ravages of the climate.

Ice Age Germany was a circumglacial

zone in which permafrost began just

Neanderthal museum

in Diisseldorf

N eanderthal Man, our palaeolithic

forebear of between 60,000 and

00,000 years ago, is named alter an
outer suburb of DUsseldorf where the

original bones were found in a disused

quarry.

All that remains near the site is a

modest museum including an enclosure

where the prehistoric bison and aue-

rochs graze.

Local authorities have now decided to

invest 2.4 million deutschmarks in a

Neanderthal museum of Ice Age fossils

and research centre attached to the de-

partment of prehistory and early history

at Cologne University.

The costs will be shared equally by
North Rhine-Westphalla, the Rhineland
regional authority, the cities of DQssel-

dorf^d^Wupperttehm^ thq administra-

te museum will feature all manner
of flora and fauna with which Neander-

thal Man will have been acquainted. The
original skull, however, will stay on ex-

hibit at the Rheinisches Landesmuseum
in Bonn.

Neanderthal Man Is not the only, still

loss tKe oldest, Stone Age man of whom
traces have been found in the Rhine-

land. Stone utensils found near M6n-
chengladbach are more than 100,000
years old, but no one yet knows who
used them.

Oddly enough, the one skull is the

only trac^ of Neanderthal Man to have

been found in the. Rhineland. He seems,

however, to have been a frequent caive-

dweller in prehistoric France. dpa
(Frankfurter AUgeraolne Zeltung

fOr Deutschland, 7 December 197?)

surface level was in a continual state of

flux.

Rainwater was unable to percolate

down to the water table. For thousands

of years it just washed around the sur-

face, churning up hills and silting up

dales and destroying virtually without

trace such testimony as might have re-

mained to the life and times of Ice Age
Man.

This makes Dr Hahn's dig at Lom-
mersum in the Eifel hills all the more

exciting. The Eifel hills, south of Co-

logne, slope down to the Rhine In the

east and the Moselle in the south and

the dig is located on a terraced bank of

the Ice Age Rhine.

Over a period of years Dr Hahn and

his Tubingen archaeologists have pieced

together (races of Ice Age hunters who
lived here 32,000 years ago, to judge by

carbon dating techniques.

It was the last cold spell of the Ice

Age following a warmer period. The
weather was cold and dry. The vegeta-

tion, to judge by traces of charcoal and

pollen, cannot have been any too invit-

ing.

The Ice Age Rhineland was an almost

treeless grass-covered tundra sporting

occasional dwarf birch and willow trees.

A farmer and amateur archaeologist

first discovered the Lommersum site.

Coming across unusual white-edged flint

artifacts he realised that he had found

something special and reported his find

It soon transpired that these flint

utensils were tens of thousands of years

old and had belonged to Ice Age Aurig-

nac Man.

Subsequent excavations revealed that

the village, or whatever it might have

been, had only been preserved in part,

the kitchen and workshops having es-

caped destruction by being midway be-

tween high ground which was eroded

and low ground that was silted up.

Any traces of tents or huts had long

since disappeared. Living quarters appear

to have been further uphill on land that

was later eroded.

So no one knows how large this

community of Ice Age hunters was, but

they certainly left behind heaps of bones
and antlers of their quarry — reindeer,

for the most part.

Ice Age Man is

known to have

camped here three

times over a period

of several, decades,

slaughtering - be-

tween twenty and
fifty reindeer at a

time. He also ap-

pears to have hunt-

ed wild horses and
bears too must have

been in evidence; a

solitary bear's tooth

was found among
the bones. The flint

utensils were used

mainly to strip and
cut the carcasses.

The flint came from

a site about twenty

mile? away, which
'was no distance for

k

the nomadic hun- ,

* +

y. aim*
;

’ \ h K *

- k v * " ' *
i

< -v »•

Fireplace! and kitchen middens at Lommersum in the Eifel hills testify to hum

habitation by toe banks of the Ice Age Rhine

They only set up camp here In Lom-
mersum during the summer hunting

season, between April and September,

incidentally, as is shown by the condi-

tion of the antlers of their prey.

Life as a hunter will not ltave been

much fun, however, even though there

can have been no shortage of quarry.

Even in summer the chilly tundra can-

not have been too hospitable.

What is more, there was not enough

wood for fires on which to roast the

reindeer meat. The hones had to be

burnt too, as can not only be seen but

also chemically proven to have been the

case.

Oddly enough there is no evidence of

the Lommersum hunters hunting

mammoth, although the forebear of the
rhrphanumist have bern- hunted all over

Europe in those days.

. It is hard to see why they should not

have done so. Maybe reindeer were ea-

sier quarry. Maybe, for that matter, the

mammoth did not graze in pastures

around these parts.

A further teaser is the deep red colou-

ring of the soil around the fires, evident-

ly caused by ferrous oxide, a natural dye
used elsewhere in religious rites.

At Lommersum it would seem to have,

been used either to impregnate reindeer

hides or to preserve reindeer meat,

Should further evidence be unearthed

in the course of evaluation of the Lom-
mersum finds we may leam more about

the techniques known to our forebears

32,000 years ago. HaaM steinert

(Frankfurter Rundschnu, 12 December 1977)

(Photo: University TftblBfi
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Roman Xanten

rebuilt in

open air

Frankfurter

Neue Fresse

Ancient Roman brickwork forming part of the foundations of

tera otTomAMum harfaour fl
a*» « Xahten on the Rhine In the second centurytmot LonuneiHBI AD • (Photo: LaMmttftatoMml Rheinland/

oZ,UUU years ago. RhelnUche* Landesmuseum Bonn)

Were the Roman city of Xanten b

be rebuilt on its sunken founih

tions it would look for all the world lib

Dodge City or any number of Western

film sets.
. . . ..

Archaeologists are convinced mat tte

Ancient Romans built their city on the

Rhine with two-storey buildings anj

covered wooden pavements or arcades n

the kind we associate with Ameriw

Wild West.

At the end of the first season duatl

which Xanten open-air museum «

open to visitors Dr Christoph RUger,^
-

rator of the Rheinisches Landesmutc

Bonn, told journalists that this ‘Wests

look' would be resurrected solely u®

form of two facades facing one anoiKL

The further reconstruction of tie

Jj
known to the Romans as Coionia up

Tralana will, he stated, be aimed nw
at reconstructing as many

possible of everyday life in

Rome in an open-air atmosphere.

The open-air museum will evenWW

include the first complete hirt»

dating back to the ancient world w

reconstructed north of the Alps. •
•

The Roman city is now some dlstaw

from the Rhine but 1 ,800 years ages

was a major port. A twenty-footw
of wooden quayside has already .beW

;

cavated and only recently a threH*

length of rope came to light. ^
It will, however, be years before,

harbour has been reconstructed cojjjP.

with : ships and cranes as used
;

days of Emperor Trajan. \ v :

Enormous quantities of 8™'-^:
first be dredged and bulldog^
What is more, a

,

complete-

the Bimtfesstiasse 57, must be

. Local people are enthusiastic!

imagination has been .fired. Sag*
Jj

museum was opened ,tp the pubiPg

June 182,000 members of
jjj

6 HT
have, passed through -the turnstiles^

.. Next year a. quarter of

ton. ,are
(

expected to cord.®'

country and neighbouring HoflanfajP

;(Fr«okfurtef;Neue Pr^sse, il2De«mbf ill

BRASS G1FTWARE

Antique and modern

style brass articles

A wide range Is available

In each category

Ask for details

and make your choice!

Old and new metalcraft

FRIEDRICH PETERS
P. O. Box 1242

D-3007 Gehrden 1

Federal Republic of Germany

German Sparkling Wines and

Spirits

The exclu9jve Sdhnlein products

are known worldwide

top-quality and reasonable prices

Ask (or literature and

detailed offer from:

SOHNLEIN
RHEINGOLD KG

SfihnlelnilreBe 8 • P.O.Box 130339 • D-6200 Wiesbaden 13 (Sehlaraleln) - Federal Rep. of Germany

Phone: (00121) * 2601 Telex: 41 88793 Cable: Rhelngold Wlaibeden

V With Improved
acllvo ingredients

Effective ^F
protection

alter aweetaljKd
.Without sugardjHR

Zi****"

3S3225S
lf£|Km. V

Protects from caries, parodontosis

and bleeding of the gums

Please ask tor details

and samples:

dentasan
GmbH & Co. KG

D-2901 Wlefelslede-Metjendorf

Federal Republic of Gormany

Telex: 25 869

k®w§\Xron
range Includes the following high-grade electrical goods at

prices you cannot afford to ignore:

• table-top fans

• hairdryers

• electronic desk clocks

• air purification units

(nVrh Heberlein GmbH.
Flachenzalraaae 39, P.O.B. 2328, D-7750 Konstanz,

p Federal Republic of Germany

a division of Heberlein Holding AG, Watlwll. Switzerland

HaflcoTincture Presses
HAFICO tincture presses ere manufactured

In four sizes, two, live, 28 and fifty litres, and

for manual or motorized operation. |K . ;

They are for use In manufacturing end K'.
pressing drug extraots, pharmaceuticals, H- . 3
assenoeeeto. -'jj ir"^
The presses are used In laboratories and In the jl |-

production atege by eaMnoe manutacturers, In pm
the pharmaceutical and drugs Industry, at

|
1 I

dlatlUera, universities and test laboratories,

In the foodstuffs, sugar and cellulose

Industries and In many others. hRIt I

Pressure Is sustslnsd hydraulically up to
f-vt Ji r T I

460 bars, tnsbllng manufacturers to mske ths
; •

most of thslr raw mstsrlsls.
j

H. FISCHER & CO. KG
SPEZIALMASCHINENFABRIK

P.O. BOX 1100 - D-4040 Neuss 21

Norf - West Germany «^§|ggig|l9

If you ara looking for

Fast Selling Garnet Jewellery

it pays to get to know our collection. We offer a fascinat-

ing assortment of garnet jewellery In gold — bracelets,

rings, ear-rings, necklaces, brooches, etc.

Write for catalogue and price list.

WILHELM BRAUN OHG
Krummhaeldenweg 10

D-7531 Keltern-DtetUngen

Federal Republic of Germany

Modern living room lamps ~ -

Decorative illuminated mirrors

A specialised and, unique manufacturing pro-

cess enables us to present designs and

colours which cannot be produced using other

materials.
1

Please write for brochures.
i . :

Cristallux-Werk

. D-7244 Waldachtal 5

West Germany
'

Urgently needed:
Leading Importers and department

stores for exclusive distribution' of

textiles for the home.

OurGAliAMACOLOR*
trimmings and printed

decoration materials

are among the leading and best de-

signed collections ot textiles for the

home in Europe.

With no long .delivery
.
detea wa can

supply, exwarehouse, 76
,
styles of

braidingai borders, drape hbldefa,

drape tassels, drape oordB, fringes etc.

with an exclusive range o! colours and
made of high grade materials.

Selection from high quality sample

books which can be supplied promptly.

BARANDE & CO
Hofauo 84

D-5800 Wuppertal 1/West Germany *
Tel.: 0202/4502 05 - Telex: 08891 291

.eh 7 • k:
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Raw deal for wards of court,

Frankfurt lawyer claims

K: V:|P-

T he psychological well-being of chil-

dren is in anything but in good
‘hands when they are made wards of

court, and generally speaking, the judi-

cial control exercised by local authority

youth departments leaves much tQ be

desired.

Court cases involving parental guar-

dianship frequently fail to differentiate

.between small and older children and
their differing needs. The damage thus

caused by the judiciary can only .be

termed severe.

These ore the findings of a three-year

study headed by Frankfurt lawyer Pro-'

fessor Spiros Simitis. The closing report

has now been made public.

The study, which was subsidised by

the Scientific Research Association, is

the first interdisciplinary project of its

kind. The eight-msn group consisting of

members of all disciplines of sociology

presented its findings in good time prior

,to the Bundestag deliberations on re-

forms of parental guardianship.

Professor Simitis stressed in a press

interview that tiiis was an entirely novel

project and that its depressing findings

should not be interpreted as an attack

on our overburdened judiciary but as a

pointer to lawmakers.

The research group evaluated the files

ofeight Hesse courts in rural areas and
four in Frankfurt. The results were then

augmented by discussions with judges

and by the assessment of questionnaires.

. The “preliminary closing report”

comprises 506 pages. The entire project

is expected to be concluded early in

1978.

Professor Simitis pointed out that the

group had picked cases in which child

.welfare was given priority in the courts’

'Consideration.

Virtually the only tiling judges were
able to go by were reports of youth de-

partments which dealt almost exclusively

with material aspects in cases of chil-

dren who were to be removed from

parental care.

Only in half of the cases were the

judges provided with information about

the stage of development and the per-

sonality of the child - and even then 1

only in general outlines.

But even detailed reports can provide

no more than a confusing picture. Psy-

chological maltreatment, for instancy

was never the reason for a court case.

And in case of adoption the reports

were virtually always whitewashed.

Professor Simitis and his report indi-

cate that these shortcomings are aggra-

vated still further by the lack of judicial

control. Tints for instance judges are re-

luctant to ask for expert opinions.

Of the 371 cases under review, only

six show that the judge asked for such

reports and in eighteen cases these re-

ports were presented at the behest of

the parties concerned.

Most startling, however, is the lack of

personal contact between judge and

child in cases where the judge has to

rule on the child’s future.

. In custody cases and in cases concern-

mg visiting arrangements the judge

questioned the child in only seven to

nine per cent of the cases. And in other

instances Involving different matters, the

child was questioned
,
in a mere six per

cent of the cases.

' But even parents were heard in only

half the proceedings and in only 25 per

cent of the cases did the judge talk to

both parents. It goes without saying that

the written material in the files provides

virtually no information about the
'

child’s position.

The work group considers the entire

appeals system problematic since higher

courts operate in exactly the same man-
ner. Moreover, the report laments the

low degree of knowledge on the pait of

judges concerning children’s psycholo-

gical problems; and furthermore the

proceedings are too protracted and fail

to take into account a child’s concept of

time.

Proposals for remedies essentially con-

sist of the demand that it be suggested

to judges that they take a more active

part and that they handle the various

cases with more care. But they must
first, of course, be enabled to do so.

Professor Simitis stresses that a child

must no longer be viewed as an object

Hanno Kllhnert .

(SUildmmcha Zcftung, 9 December 1977)

Versatile particle accelerators

Continued from page 8

cape conventional chemical analysis can

prove the origin of many substances

ranging from dope all the way to explo-
- eivw— *nd^aU-thi»-Mmnig1>~lielope

analysis.

Such nuclear rays ore used to clarify

decisive questions with regard to blue-

prints for fiiture nuclear fusion power
stations. The murderous neutron rays

cannot fall to have an effect on the

wails of the vessels containing them.

This effect must first be examined be-

fore proceeding with the construction of

fusion power stations.

Astrophysicists are using cyclotron

experiments in order to shed light on
the question how energy is released by

the Sun. They bombard material speci-

P revcntion is better than punishment.
This realisation which has long

since been put into practice in coses of

older prisoners is now to be applied to

juvenile delinquents as well.

Some 60 to 70 per cent of ail juvenile

delinquents who have served a prison

term are recidivists, says the chairman of

the Association of German ' Juvenile

^Judges,- ProfessorHgrrt-Schfltcp-Sprrrrg^"
rum, Munich.

As a result, he suggests that juvenile

delinquents initially be offered a helping

hand rather than be prosecuted.

In the publication Berichte mis der

Fonchung (Research Reports), published

by Munich University, Professor Schtller-

Springorum recommends two promising

methods which have barely readied the

experimental stage in this country.

One of these methods involves so-

called “diversion” which is being suc-

cessfully applied in Anglo-Saxon coun-

tries and by which young people bre in-

tercepted before being put on triaL The
other is the further development of so-

cio-therapeutic institutions for juvenile

delinquents with severe personality de-

fects.

Young offenders

>

no longerbranded

as criminals

-—Diversion* has alresdjr&edft Trtfcd'Eita

proved in Sacramento, California, where,
after a while, the number of juveniles

facing court charges dropped by 80 per

cent. The proportion of arrests fell by
more than fifty per cent and that of re-

cidivism by fourteen per cent.

The number of young people display-

ing criminal traits in later years dropped
by 25 per cent

Moreover, the cost of the new meas-
ures is not even half that of court cases
and subsequent imprisonment.

The emphasis in diversion lies in the
attempt to put the brakes on potential

criminals and their
.
criminal traits in

such a manner that formal court sen-
tences with all their negative conse-
quences become redundant. '

According td Professor Schfller-Sprin-

mens in small cyclotrons in order to

bring about changes in their properties.

It is a known fact tiiat certain metals

develop different magnetic properties

under such bombardment. Although this

Taerlir itseir nas no pracacoi application

as yet, it might very well lead to specific

uses in our electronic age.

After all, tire bombardment of semi-

conductor discs with alien atoms by

means of particle accelerators has already

gained practical importance in industry

— especially in the manufacture of in-

tegrated circuits, the highest developed

forms of which are used in microcom-
puters.

In such cases, accelerators - once the

.
playground of physicists - have gained a
firm place in industry. Walter Baicr

(Frankfurter Rundschau, S December 1977)

gorum, this method is still more or less

alien to this country,

i In the United States, on the , other

young people receive prophylactic

treatment by psychologists and social

workers which spares them from having

p
criminal record in coses of minor

crimes.This“gentle”procedure lias not only
been used in the case of everyday juve-

‘nMeiflfringements'tJTTltff'JftvC^though

such cases are in the majority. They ori-

ginally included only running away from
home, truancy, general misconduct and
cases in which a juvenile seemed likely

to embark on a career in the world’s

oldest profession.

When diversion proved successful the

programme was extended to actual

crimes such as car : theft damage to

property and possession of drugs.

According to Professor Schttler-Sprin-

gorum, this method could also, be appli-

ed to the 60,000 youths between 13 and
18 and some of those between 18 and
21 in this country who face criminal

charges every year and who eventually]

provide the underworld with new blood.

RoJf Hehkel
'

(Kttlner Stodt-Anzolger, 10 December 1977)
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New Divorce Act

takes time

getting used to

H as a divorce fatigue set in mm
Germans? Statistics certainly seei

to indicate this. In the second half of

1975 there were some 50,000
1

divorco.

This figure rose to 52,000 in the second

half of 1976. But during the same m.
od of 1977, the figure is unlikely to n-

ceed between 5,000 and 6,000. Are it

facing a change in trend where dlwxra

are concerned?

The answer is an unequivocal no. b
fact, the trend towards more divorces

1

likely to continue in the years to come.

' A few figures can best demonstat

this trend to date: 1960 saw 48,000 &
vorces in the Federal Republic of Ger-

many. By 1965 this figure had risen b

58,000, continuing to rise to 76,000 b

1970 and 106,000 in 1973, reacts

112,000 last year.

Why then the spectacular drop in lb

second half of 1977?

There are three possible ussn.

Firstly, the new Divorce Act which

came into force on 1 July 1977 vA

which brought about fundanwiui

changes in the procedure and thus aw
tual standstill in terms of divorces

tually granted.

Secondly, the mills of justice -es-

pecially of German justice - grind u-

ceedingly slowly.

And thirdly, divorce is a painful busi-

ness — especially so under the new In

— although in most instances only f«

men.
The cliange in the divorce law is by

far the main reason for the startlint

drop in the second half of 1977.

The new law introduced a legal prin-

ciple whereby the consequences of di-

vorce must be settled before a divorce

can be granted, whicli is exactly the op-

posite of the law as it used to stand.

This means that under the temp rf

the new law it must first be establish

— be it by out of court settlement orb

the court — who is to receive custody

the children and who is to pay **

much alimony to whom.
Furthermore, it must be decidedw

much capital a family has awurmi^

during married life and how tbe*F

are . to be distributed, who k *

ceive what in. torms of household iw®

and .many other related questions. •

All this takes time. This is part*
• true where pension rights ore coajwj

— and this is one of the major poiuu

the new law. •• •

.

In case of a divorce pension

must be split now, whereas

. old .law no such provisions **]
which favoured men as a rule. {* _

women — and especially house*!*1 "
..

' in the luibh.
''

. u,'

This pension splitting, too,

settled before a divorce can °e

nounced. And frequently it takes

months before the insurance compel;

concerned come., up. with the necs^j.

information.

•: Small wonder, then, tiiat

been virtually no divorces granrev^j

the new law cariie into force. .

But in a few months things a» A-
to change again, and divorce s» .

* are likely to show rather high “PJjjy ;•

This is primarily due to .the ia _ ;

. many , women bided their time r

for the new Act to lake effect >

filing suit.1 since in most ;

women are the beneficiariei

(Die WbU, 6 DeciWborlv%
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New-look dope
ban includes

steroids
Anabolic steroids have forced sports

officials to take a fresh look at dope
bans. Revised recommendations in this

eountry, as Professor August Kirsch,

president of the Amateur Athletics As-

sociation, explains, provide for stiff pe-

nalties for offenders but do not go so far

as to endorse proposals for an inde-

pendent narcotics squad,

A n important agreement has been

reached in the dispute as to what

constitutes medical or pharmaceutical

Improvement* of performance in top-

flight competitive sport.

The management committee of the

Sports League (DSBX the Frankfurt-

based organisation representing fourteen

and a half million members of affiliated

sports clubs and associations, has en-

dorsed a series of amendments to the

1970 recommendations on doping.

The amendments, which were framed

after consultation with the Sports Medi-

cine Association and the Federal Sports

Science Institute, start by listing prohi-

bited drugs.

Phenylaethyl amino-derivatives such

as pep pills, narcotics ahd analeptics

have now been joined on tiie index by

anabolic steroids, the body-building

hormones.

The ban on anabolic steroids is even

more extensive than for other drugs,

which are merely prohibited prior to and

during a contest.

.
Steroids arc also banned durina taunt-

ing, and spot checks will accordingly

also be undertaken while athletes are in

training.

There has been no change in the

number of competitors on whom drug

probes are to be conducted even though

the 1970 regulations have proved impos-

sible to observe on this point.

In individual (as opposed to team)

events checks are to be conducted on
the first three past the post and on a

further three selected at random.

In field and track athletics there are

38 Olympic disciplines of which be-

tween twenty and 25 are often contested

at international tournaments, which

would mean several hundred dope

checks every time.

There is only one laboratory in the

country equipped to carry out the neces-

sary checks and this lab, which is in Co-

logne, simply lacks the capacity to hand-

le such brisk business.

The DSB presidium in Frankfurt has

accordingly stated its intention of enlar-

ging this facility.
- • -The-revised.. Doping .Charter recoin-

mends a ban of between four weeks and
six months for first offenders, a ban of

between one and two and a half years

for second-timers and a ‘life sentence*

on subsequent offenders.

The DSB is not in favour of the idea

of a narcotics squad operating indepen-

dently of sports associations and em-
powered to conduct spot checks at will

during contests and In training.

Sports associations are to retain ulti-

mate responsibility for deciding on the

tournaments at which dope checks are

to be conducted and for carrying the

checks out once this decision has been

taken,

;
Amateur athletics has been in a

= ; quandary since 1971 when the IAAF
.
banned anabolic steroids without being

!
!

able to conduct routine checks.

THE GERMAN TRIBUNE

In view of this difficulty the IOC did

not index steroids until Montreal, while

the European Amateur Athletics Federa-

tion, which did not introduce anabolic

steroid checks until 1975, has still to reach

a firm conclusion, so difficult is it

to tell for sure whether an athlete has

been taking muscle pills or not.

Die Zeit recently quoted remarks
made by a pharmacist at the March 1977

general meeting of the Amateur Athle-

tics Association.

These remarks are unfortunately still

sub judice and the proceedings of the

appeals committee are unlikely to reach

a conclusion before next spring.

One accusation has, however, been

dismissed in a 20 April 1977 statement

to the Bonn Bundestag.

The president is also unaware of any

resort to anabolic steroids by the asso-

ciation’s women sprinters and has never

claimed tiiat anabolic steroids were not

on the association’s blacklist.

Everyone has always been in a posi-

tion to verify — and is still welcome to

do so — that steroids were blacklisted by

the Amateur Athletics Association in

this country the moment they were

banned by the IAAF, whose regulations

are binding on us in this respect.

Reference was made in the controver-

sial speech to comments by AAA spe-

cialists Dr Keul, Dr KlUmpcr and Dr
Kindermann. All three doctors were said

to have prescribed steroids rather than

have athletes take them without medical

supervision.

The three specialists have since stated

in writing that they only approve of pre-

scribing anabolic steroids on therapeuti-

cal grounds.

The Sports League and the NOC
issued a major declaration on mailers of

principle at the May 1977 meeting of

the DSB management committee.
i t Haa jet to be fuH/ liiiplmi i L inetf tm

sports organisations everywhere are busy

improving training, medical and psycho-

logical facilities at the athlete’s disposal.

A number of concepts require closer

definition. What, for instance, is techni-

cal manipulation, a concept which has

yet to be incorporated in the new

doping recommendations?

The scientific commission of the Fe-

deral Competitive Sport Committee has

defined the concept as follows:

‘Technical manipulation as referred to

in the declaration of principle is any

kind of physical influence that is

brought to bear on an athlete with a

view to boosting performance and is li-

kely either to endanger the athlete’s

health or human dignity or to effect ad-

versely the reputation of sport.”

The commission added, however, that

this definition requires further clarifica-

tion in the form of examples applicable

to specific disciplines. August Kirsch

(Die Zeii, 16 December 1977)

Wilhelm Neudecker - Bayern

Munich’s controversial boss

Wilhelm Neudecker, Bayern Mu-
nich’s controversial boss, can look

back on an unprecedentedly successful

run at the helm of the Munich soccer club

over the past twelve years.

In the Ruhr a manager who had led

his club to four league championships,

four Cup championships and four Euro-

pean Cup wins would have been regard-

ed as an all-time greqt in his own life-

time. N
In Munich all that Wilhelm Ncudeck-

er has to show for welding Bayern into a

showcase of soccer in this country is the

Federal Order of Merit and the gold

medals with his bust on them that he

had stnick three years ago to mark the

club’s seventy-fifth anniversary.

Modesty is not the hallmark of a man
who has made his own way up from

bricklayer to millionaire. Neudecker, 64,

enjoys being in the limelight and is by

no means averse to jostling his way in.

He Is a man who feels that if you

want a job done properly you have to do Wilhalm Neudecker

it yourself. To all intents and purposes (Photo: Htmimiiiiur)

he is not only club chairman but also special coachload of Bavarian food to

vice-chainnan, treasurer and manager Magdeburg for another intra-German
too. encounter. He was unwilling to run the
A man who puts in so much work is risk ofGDR cooks doping his team,

bound to make mistakes now and then. It is only fair to add tiiat Neudecker,
Small wonder that praise and criticism and Bayern, could not afford to lose ei-

havc followed each other in such swift ther game. He had welded Bayern into a
succession during his sixteen years with club with on annual turnover of between
Bayern. ten and thirteen million deutschniarks

During this time, of course, his style ond needed every pfennig to pay stars

of management Jias markedly changed, such as Franz Beckenbauer, Gerd MOiler

Initially he ran the club in a somewhat and Sepp Maicr.

makeshift manner, but as he got the Wilhelm Neudecker evidently enjoys
hang of club management he grew dealing with individuals and lurec sums
jimmy; lotm unu L iuuuaMj jLunll igiy oriHUMy UTTU Utiyeffl pTOVlUttS Illill ivllh

intent on self-aggrandisement. ample opportunities of doing so.

Other men at the helm of Federal other clubs had little option but to
league soccer clubs have to take into ac-

f0[[0W su i t . They not only did so with
count the views of others in the board- hardly so much as a murmur; they even
room before taking major decisions,

elected Wilhelm Neudecker chairman of
Not so Wilhelm Neudecker. the league management committee.

In this line of business the means ju- This vote was surprising in view of
lify the end, especially when they are tlie cavalier way in which Neudecker
crowned with success. Take, for instance,

deals wilh other clllbs . only recently, on
the first intra-German European Cup the lookout for a new team coach, he
encounter in^Dresden in 1973. signed Eintracht Frankfurt’s Gyula
En route from Munich to Dresden by Lorant without so much as a by-your-

autobahn Neudecker ruled that the team
jeavei

would stay the night at Hof, on the Ba- Lorant was still under contract to the
varian side of the border. Frankfurt club but the Bayern boss suc-
The argument he advanced for this needed in pulling a fast one over on the

somewhat undiplomatic gesture was that
]^S5 experienced Eintracht board,

gradual acclimatisation was a must
1

The deal will certainly have gratified
given the difference in altitude between Wilhelm Neudecker and, as he would be
the two cities. the first to agree, professional soccer is

Munich, it will be noted, is 530 not the place for scruples,
metres above sea-level, Dresden 106 Oskar Schmidt
metres. (Frankfurter AUgemelna Zeltung

The following year Neudecker took a tar Deutschland, 10 December 1977)

Contestants in the seven qualifying

rounds are as follows

:

Group 1: England, Denmark, Ireland,

Bulgaria, Northern Ireland.

Group 2: Belgium, Norway, Austria,

Scotland, Portugal.

Group 3: Yugoslavia, Rumania, Spain

Cyprus.

Group 4: Holland, Iceland, Poland,

GDR, Switzerland.

Group 5: Czechoslovakia, Luxem-
bourg, Sweden, France.

Group 6: Soviet Union, Finland, Hun-
gary, Greece.

Group 7: Federal Republic of Gcrma*
ny, Malta, Wales, Turkey.

Tho seven group leaders will qualify

for the final round in Italy, which at

host country automatically qualifies at

No. Eight.
;

.
(Frankfurter N«ue frfSN* ! December 1977)

Giacinto Facchetti, who drew lots fqr

the qualifying rounds for the 1980

European soccer championships, could

hardly have done this country a better

turn.

Facchetti, who captained the Italian

team a record 96 times, deputised for

Lady Luck at the Excelsipr Hotel, Rome,

since the next European championships

will be staged in Italy.

In order to qualify for the June 1980

tournament and reach the final eight

this country has merely to beat Malta,

Turkey ond Wales.

Team coach Helmut Schdn toas-as
f

surprised and delighted as anyone else

on hearing the news but chose to say,

with his customary caution, Uiat this was

a task he felt the team were capable or

accomplishing.

This outcome ..
was largely due to

Soccer’s European

championship draw

UEFA seeding, with countries being di-

vided into three groups before lots were

drawn. The first' group consisted of this

country, as reigning world champions,

Czechoslovakia (current European

champions), Holland (No. -3. in Europe),

Yugoslavia (No. 4X England and the

Soviet Union.
' To make up (he numbers Belgium

was also included in this first group,

while the second group consisted of

weaker countries Cypres, Finland, Lux-

embourg, Malta, Norway, Iceland and

Denmark. The remaining seventeen

countries made up Group Three.
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'*BiViP”~PocketAtomizers

with aTouch ofElegance

Shown here are 7 representative models of our metal pocket atomizer novel-

ties, reflllable at any time.

We deliver many other pocket and dressing table atomizers in metal, porcelain

and opal glass.

We supply top quality at favourable prices. Two-year guarantee on all spray

pumps.

Please, ask for literature and offers.

Send your inquiries to:

PFEIFFER
Zerstaubervertrlebsgesellschaft m. b. H. & Co KG

P.O.Box 1460 D-776 Radolfzell • W-Germany
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